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ABSTRACT
With the rapid increase of antibiotic resistant bacteria, current established
therapeutic treatment methods are rapidly showing decreased efficacy. Currently,
methods utilizing different emergent novel techniques for treating such bacteria are being
investigated and developed. For this project, we are studying an alternative mechanism of
treating bacteria that have become antibiotic resistant by utilizing magnetic iron oxide
nanoparticles (IONPs) coated with a heterobifunctional polyethylene glycol polymer
(PEG) and functionalized with glycan structures that can interact with Neisseria
gonorrhoeae FA1090 cell surface proteins. The interaction between the IONPs and
bacteria is manipulated by treating them with an alternating magnetic field (AMF) in a
process known as magnetically mediated energy delivery (MagMED).
First, magnetic IONPs were synthesized and reacted with heterobifunctional PEG
(PEG-IONPs) and further functionalized with glycans Gal(α1-3)Gal(β1-4)Glc(β1-1)
(common name: Galili-tri) or Gal(β1-4)Glc(β1-1) (common name: Lac). These IONPs
were characterized using transmission electron micrography (TEM), dynamic light
scattering (DLS), zeta potential (ZP), fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR),
ultraviolet visible spectroscopy (UV-Vis), and hydrogen nuclear magnetic resonance (HNMR).
Post synthesis and characterization, the glycan functionalized IONPs were used to
treat N. gonorrhoeae FA1090 to determine the level of interaction between the IONPs
and bacteria. Nanoparticle induced agglomeration was investigated through fluorescence
microcopy. Next N. gonorrhoeae was treated with Galili-tri -, or Lac-IONPs and exposed
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to the MagMED system. Viability of the bacteria during MagMED exposure was
monitored using viability PCR (vPCR) techniques. This vPCR method utilized the
photoactivated dye propidium monoazide (PMA) and was refined for the detection of
viable bacteria first in Escherichia coli K12 before adaptation for N. gonorrhoeae
FA1090. This method presents a rapid means by which to determine viable bacteria when
compared to existing conventional detection procedures that could be tedious.
Finally, another glycan functionalized (GalNAcβ1-4Galβ1-4Glc-NAc-propargyl,
i.e., aGM2) IONPs previously characterized and investigated by our lab was utilized in an
in vivo mouse model. aGM2-IONPs were synthesized and characterized in a similar
fashion to the previously mentioned IONPs. A female Balb/c mouse model was utilized
for the in vivo study and intravaginally inoculated with N. gonorrhoeae FA1090 to
confirm the feasibility of using such mouse model for study of N. gonorrhoeae infection.
After confirmation of the N. gonorrhoeae infection, mice were treated using aGM2IONPs and subjected to 30 minutes of MagMED exposure. This treatment was compared
with a conventional treatment method with the antibiotic ceftriaxone. The results
indicated that aGM2-IONPs did not mediate significant reduction of the bacterial load
under current treatment parameters when compared with the conventional antibiotic
method. However, it was determined that the treatment of aGM2-IONPs and MagMED
exposure had no adverse effects on the treated mice, supporting the previously
determined biocompatibility of the method.
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CHAPTER ONE
LITERATURE REVIEW
1.1 Issue of antibiotic resistance
As the 21st century wears on, the general awareness of the decreasing efficacy of
antibiotics is growing. With the world becoming more interconnected, the ability for
bacteria to be transmitted is increasing exponentially which drives their ability to adapt
and evade the treatments that are used against them. Since the discovery of penicillin,
subsequently discovered and manufactured antibiotics have been extensively prescribed
for a variety of different diseases. Antibiotics were integrated into the food supply
through usage in keeping livestock healthy and developing quickly (1, 2). Eventually, as
the decades wore on, scientists because to notice a disturbing trend. The antibiotics being
prescribed for bacterial infections were no longer effective at helping patients recover as
they once were. Now it was taking multiple antibiotics prescribed at the same time in
order to treat the diseases. This trend demonstrates the rising issue of antibiotic resistance
and highlights the incredibly rapid means by which bacteria are able to develop the said
resistance (3). According to the Review on Antimicrobial Resistance, the per year cost of
these antibiotic resistant bacterial infections in the U.S alone is greater than 20 billion
dollars (4). This issue was also addressed by the CDC which noted that there were almost
3 million cases of antibiotic resistant bacterial infections documented each year in the
U.S (5). With the growing number of documented resistant bacteria, there is a clear need
for new treatment methods.
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1.2 Antibiotic resistance in sexually transmitted infections
Globally, there is a dramatic increase of STI infections that occur annually. Based
on a 2012 estimate, there are more than 360 million antibiotic resistant infections
documented per year (6, 7). Domestically, the CDC report on STD surveillance notes an
increase in three main bacterial STI infection in recent years with the incidence rate of
gonorrhea cases increasing by over 80% since their previously published report in 2009
(8). According to a statistical model looking at the developing resistance rate of Neisseria
gonorrhoeae against a single antibiotic, it is suggested that this resistance alone could
contribute to a million additional cases of gonorrhea over a decade (9). With these
dramatic increases of cases of resistant STIs, there is a dramatic requirement of new
drugs for treatment. Due to the length of time required for researching and developing
new drugs, the best course of action currently has been suggested to focus efforts at
educating and reducing the prescription of antibiotics (10).
1.3 Neisseria gonorrhoeae
Neisseria gonorrhoeae is a Gram negative, diplococcus, fastidious human
pathogen and the causative agent of the disease gonorrhea. It is transmitted via sexual
intercourse and can infect the vaginal, anal, pharyngeal and ocular mucosal epithelium
(11). Gonorrhea infections can occur in both men and women; however, a high
percentage of cases only display mild to no symptoms making the identification of a
gonorrhea infection difficult (12). Clinical manifestations of the disease in men can
manifest as purulent discharge that may lead to epididymitis. In women, infections are
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typically confined to the lower genital tract. However, infections can spread and cause
pelvic inflammatory disease, infertility and in some instances the infection can become
disseminated (13).
Neisseria gonorrhoeae (NG) infects the human host through the targeting of
mucosal epithelium. When the bacterium is introduced into the body, it moves through
twitching motility using its type IV pili until it can adhere to the mucosal cell surface
(14). The adhesion is mediated by opacity (Opa) proteins expressed on the gonococcal
surface which recognize a set of receptors on the host known as carcinoembryonic
antigen–related cellular adhesion molecules (CEACAMs) (15, 16). While these adhesion
molecules are not confined to the reproductive tract, certain adhesion proteins, such as
CEACAM 1 is targeted by NG (17). Once bound to the CEACAM, NG prevents the
normal exfoliation of vaginal epithelium in order to enhance their survival in the
reproductive tract (18). The adherent bacteria are then transcytosed through the epithelial
layer into the body (19, 20). During this process, NG releases some of its
lipooligosaccharide (LOS) outer membrane in order to stimulate the innate immune
response of the host (21). Upon reaching the subepithelial space, NG utilizes sialylation
of its LOS and outer membrane porin (Por1A/B) to bind and inactivate complement
components in order to evade the host complement response (22–26). Additionally, NG
utilizes its Opa proteins to interact with CEACAM receptors on neutrophil surfaces
which enables them to be phagocytized (27). Inside the neutrophil phagolysosome, NG
utilizes several pathways to resist membrane damaging chemicals produced by the
neutrophil to disrupt the NG membranes (28–30). This evasion of degradation allows the
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NG to continue surviving within the neutrophil which provides a layer of protection
against the host immune system. NG can also interact and limit the activity of CD4 Thelper cells which attenuates the adaptive immune response (31–33). In addition to
limiting the activity of T-helper cells, NG positively influences the maturation of TH-17
cells through the induction to produce transforming growth factor beta (TGF-β) (34).
This activation of TGF-β production in turn calls for an increased and sustained
neutrophil influx to the site of infection as well as elevated levels of Th-17 cells
development (35). While the NG influences the proliferation of the innate response, it is
also active in suppressing the adaptive response which is supported through studies that
demonstrated no immunological memory in humans or mice after a NG infection which
leaves the host susceptible to reinfection (36, 37). During this time associated with the
host neutrophils, NG proliferates before emerging from the epithelia for future
transmission.
Because of the growth requirements of NG, there is no known reservoir for
infection outside of Homo sapiens. This makes the study of the establishment of the
disease and its pathogenesis difficult. Chimpanzees were studied as a possible animal
model due to their physiological similarity to humans in the mid-1970s (38). However,
due to their lack of availability and cost associated with studying them, the model is not
considered viable or realistic. A mouse model is considered to be more ideal for broader
study due to the ease of handling and low cost associated with their housing. A mouse
model has been shown to be feasible for studying NG infection and has been the primary
model of study since (39). More recently, controlled human trials in men have been
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demonstrated to be effective in understanding how NG can target and infect urethral
epithelia (40). However, female human models still remain to be established due to the
potential severity associated with the disease if it spreads beyond management with
available treatments.
1.4 Treating Neisseria gonorrhoeae
Historically, treatments of NG infections using antibiotics have been the standard
in the U.S. Beginning with penicillin, antibiotics have been prescribed and been initially
effective against NG infections. However, within a decade of its discovery and use,
instances of penicillin failing as a treatment were already being documented (41). As
medical prescriptions shifted to other classes of antibiotics over the following half
century, this trend of gradual resistance and failure of conventional antibiotic treatments
has continued. This problem is compounded by data showing increases in incidence rates
of NG infections (42). Currently, NG resistance has been documented to all known
classes of antibiotics that were previously prescribed as treatment. These include
fluoroquinolones, sulfonamides, penicillin, tetracyclines and macrolides as well as
cephalosporins (43). Unfortunately, this issue of antibiotic resistance is not confined to
the domestic US (44). Studies in the UK and Canada have noted increases of resistance to
the current standard prescription of ceftriaxone in conjunction with orally administered
azithromycin (45, 46).
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1.5 Vaccine development
Vaccines have been considered as an alternative to conventional antibiotic
treatments against NG. However, their study over the past century has not yet yielded a
viable vaccine for a few reasons. Several of the difficulties of an effective vaccine against
NG are based on its ability to vary the expression of its surface exposed porin proteins,
lipooligosaccharide outer leaflet, Opa proteins and type lV pili (47). Additionally, during
establishment of its infection NG inhibits the activity of host cytokines calling for the
activity of CD4 T-helper cells and increases Il-17 levels which results in increased
localized inflammation (48). NG can also inhibit the maturation of adaptive host cells
Th1 and Th2 which further results in truncation of the adaptive immune response (49).
This reduced adaptive response means that in a classical NG infection, there is little to no
immunological memory of NG antigens. As a result of the reduced immune response and
highly antigenically variation, NG vaccine development has been slow.
Recently, vaccine research conducted on Neisseria meningitidis has shown some
spillover efficacy on NG. This is supposed to be a result of the close genetic relationship
between the two bacteria (50). This has renewed interest in finding potential vaccine
targets and has been largely aided by advances in bioinformatics, sequencing technology
and proteomics which allow researchers to find unique and conserved structures (51–53).
However, even with the advances in vaccine development, a viable candidate is still years
away from being introduced as a possible contender for general prescription and
treatment of NG infections.
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In addition to vaccine development, localized microbicide delivery has also been
studied as a means of reducing STI transmission. While development has focused on
prevention of HIV transmission, some research has been done to investigate the
possibility of using NG specific compounds as a treatment (54). These microbicides must
be NG specific however, so as not to reduce the beneficial commensal bacteria (55).
1.6 Nanoparticles in medicine
The use of magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs) in medicine has increased dramatically
over the past two decades. Nanoparticles are studied for advancements in medicine and
research due to how easily and rapidly they are able to be synthesized, their
biocompatibility in humans, and how easy it is to manipulate their surface coatings to
serve different functions. These MNPs are capable of being used for many different
applications which include MRI contrast agents, targeted drug delivery, delivery of
vaccines, and targeted cancer treatment (56–58). Iron oxide nanoparticles (IONPs) are a
specific group of MNPs that have been approved by the FDA for use in humans, making
them an ideal therapeutic material (59). Because of their magnetic nature, IONPs can be
used in conjunction with an alternating magnetic field (AMF) in order to manipulate their
magnetic properties. Below a certain size threshold (~50 nm), IONPs exhibit
superparamagnetic behavior. When these superparamagnetic nanoparticles are exposed to
an external magnetic field, their internal magnetic poles are rapidly reversed causing the
particles to locally heat their surroundings in a process known as magnetic field
hyperthermia. This technique has been demonstrated to be effective against certain
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tumors (60–62). A similar technique involves the same strategy, but only induces
oscillations of the IONPs magnetic poles without inducing localized temperature change.
Termed magnetically mediated energy delivery (MagMED), this has been researched in
order to treat cancer using IONP surface functionalized to target the extracellular matrix
(ECM) of cancerous tissue (63).
A new emerging field of study shown that these IONPs can be used to target and
disrupt bacterial biofilm formation in the presence of an external AMF (64, 65).
Researchers have shown that it is possible to modify the surface of these IONPs with
specific glycans that can be recognized by pathogenic bacteria. Once the nanoparticles
are recognized by the bacteria and bound, the IONP is subjected to a MagMED treatment
and results in an overall reduction in bacterial viability (66–68).
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CHAPTER TWO

SYNTHESIS AND CHARACTERIZATION OF POLYETHYLENE GLYCOL (PEG)
COATED IRON-OXIDE NANOPARTICLES (IONPS) FUNCTIONALZIED WITH
GLYCANS GAL(α1-3)GAL(β1-4)GLC(β1-1) (GALILI-TRI) OR GAL(β1-4)GLC(β1-1)
(LAC)
2.1 Introduction
Nanomaterials are a rapidly expanding and diverse group of substances being
adapted and developed for medical applications. With low biotoxicity and safety being
the upmost concern, nanomaterials can be prepared in many diverse ways to satisfy these
requirements. The appeal of using nanomaterials for medical applications is the overall
control and inherent minimal invasiveness of subsequent treatments. This is true
specifically for nanoparticles as they are developed and often used for MRI contrast
imaging (1), targeted cancer therapy (2), drug delivery (3), antimicrobial surface coatings
(4) and magnetic hyperthermia (5, 6). Magnetic nanoparticles have emerged as an
intriguing area of study due to their ability to be manipulated by external magnetic fields.
For example, treatments have been developed where drug-loaded magnetic nanoparticles
are guided to a region within the patient where they can release the drug in a target
specific fashion (7). Similarly, cancer therapies have been investigated utilizing magnetic
nanoparticles localized to specific cancer burdened areas of the body where they can
damage the tumor tissue (8).
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Iron oxide nanoparticles (IONPs) have been researched for their inherent
magnetic properties. Iron oxide (Fe3O4) is classified generally as ferrimagnetic material.
Ferrimagnetic materials are a class of magnetic compounds that are observed to have a
net magnetization that is non-zero due to the differences in magnetic moments of the
constituent elements (9). In special cases, when the diameter of the IONPs is less than 50
nm, the IONPs begin to exhibit what is known as superparamagnetic behavior. (10)
Superparamagnetism describes a state in which the magnetic moments of the IONPs
randomly flip the direction of their magnetic fields (11). This directional flipping occurs
quickly and appears to result in a net zero magnetization of the particles. However, when
exposed to an external magnetic field with sufficient field strength, the particles become
magnetized and behave as one coherent magnetic domain (12). Upon removal of the
magnetic field, the magnetization returns to an apparent net zero. Two aspects of the
single domain magnetization during magnetic field exposure are related to Néel and
Brownian relaxation. In Néel relaxation, when the magnetic field switches, the internal
magnetic pole of the nanoparticle reverses dissipating energy to the surrounding area. In
Brownian relaxation, the particle physically rotates in response to the loss of magnetic
field (13). These two forms of relaxation can be manipulated by altering the nanoparticle
diameter in order to maximize the specific absorption rate (SAR) of the nanoparticles, or
the amount of power that they generate when exposed to an AMF. According to work by
Bin Qi, the optimal diameter for IONPs in an applied field of 41 kA/m and frequency of
145 kHz is 22 nm because it maximizes both the Néel and Brownian relaxation
contributing to a maximal SAR (14).
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To utilize the magnetic properties of the IONPs in a biological context, the
insoluble inorganic cores require surface coating in order to render them stable in
biological media and prevent aggregation and precipitation from solution (15). Colloidal
stability is important for inorganic nanoparticles as it allows for them to remain in the
aqueous phase in order to be biologically relevant. Typically, insoluble IONPs are coated
with long repeating polymer chains such as starch, polyvinyl alcohol, polyethylene
glycol, tri-nitro terminated ethylene glycol, and methoxy polyethylene glycol (mPEG) in
order to prevent precipitation from solution (16–19).
IONPs coated with long repeating polymer chains can further be functionalized
with other structures based on their intended usage. Studies have demonstrated that
IONPs stabilized with mPEG can be functionalized with an anti-cancer drug that would
be cleaved off during certain environmental conditions (20, 21). Magnetic hyperthermia
has also been used in conjunction with surface functionalized IONPs as demonstrated by
Kandasamy et al. who showed that IONPs could be conjugated with anti-tumor drugs and
still retain their magnetic properties, suggesting their potential for specific localized
cancer treatment (6). With this level of specificity and biocompatibility, stabilized IONPs
present themselves an ideal method for targeting a range of unique structures such as
proteins, cells and bacteria for a variety of purposes.
With specificity in mind, stabilized IONPs have been developed to target
characteristic bacterial structures such as biofilms (22). Fan et al. demonstrated that
surface functionalization of IONPs with a glycan can covalently bind selectively to
Escherichia coli and immobilize them (23). Similarly, it has been demonstrated that with
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surface modification of IONPs, they can be utilized to bind and inactivate E. coli in the
presence of an alternating magnetic field (24). This usage of IONPs as a treatment for
bacterial infections is important because unlike antibiotic therapies where bacteria can
develop resistance, there is minimal risk of selective pressure. In addition, this
technology allows for quick modification of the IONPs surface structure to adapt to
bacterial variants when compared to the conventional antibiotic development pipeline
which can take decades.
The goal of this aim is to develop and characterize IONPs that are stabilized with
PEG and surface functionalized with glycans reported with specificity for Neisseria
gonorrhoeae strain FA1090. The glycans used have been previously demonstrated to
have affinity for Neisseria by mimicking the carcinoembryonic-antigen-related cell
adhesion molecule (CEACAM) proteins on the surface of human mucosal epithelial cells.
The recognition of such CEACAM molecules is required for successful Neisseria
infection (25).
2.2 Materials and Methods
2.2.1 Synthesis of IONP cores
Iron oxide nanoparticles (IONPs) were synthesized following a one pot thermal
decomposition method in the presence of excess oleic acid (26, 27). Oleic acid serves as a
stabilizing liquid and ligand for the reaction, allowing for the controlled accumulation of
the iron acetylacetonate into nanoparticles (28, 29).
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Thermal decomposition of 1.059 g iron acetylacetonate was combined with oleic
acid in a round bottom flask, purged with nitrogen in order to create an inert atmosphere
and heated in a metal bath to 375 °C for 3.5 hours. After the heating time completed, the
round bottom flask was removed from the bath and inert atmosphere, checked for
magnetism, and left to oxidize overnight (Figure 2.1). The mixture was then divided
equally into centrifuge tubes with approximately 5 mL of nanoparticle/oleic acid solution
in each. The nanoparticles were then washed with a 1:1 ratio of an ethanol and acetone
mixture by vortexing and then centrifuging for 5 minutes at 16,800 rcf. The supernatant
was removed and then the pellet was resuspended in the ethanol:acetone mix. The
process was repeated an additional 2 times. After the final washing step, the supernatant
was removed, and the particles were resuspended and stored in chloroform (24, 30). Size
distribution analysis was completed on the synthesized IONPs to confirm their
monodispersity and determine the average diameter.
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Figure 2.1 Overview of IONPs synthesis procedure. A) Picture highlighting the three
necked round bottom flask containing iron acetylacetonate and oleic acid under slow
nitrogen purge. B) Entire apparatus including stir rod spinner, reactor, and nitrogen
control. C) Image of the DLab 0-S20-S overhead stir rod spinner speed setting. D)
Evaluation of the resulting nanoparticles magnetism after the reaction was ceased and
the particles were washed.
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2.2.2 TEM characterization of IONP cores
TEM images were taken on a Hitachi HT7830 UHR 120kV TEM (Electron
Microscopy Facility Pendleton, SC) (Figure 2.2) and analyzed using ImageJ (NIH, USA).
Statistical analysis was conducted using Minitab statistical software (Minitab 19).

Figure 2.2 TEM image of iron oxide nanoparticle cores after washing with a 1:1
ethanol:acetone mix. Scale bar = 200 nm.

2.2.3 Fe concentration analysis of synthesized IONPs
The Fe concentration of the IONPs were established using a colorimetric method.
First the IONPs were incinerated in a furnace at 500 °C for 24 hours to burn off any
organic material. The resulting iron was treated with concentrated HCl (12.1 N) for 30
seconds in order to remove any additional organic material. Then, the sample was diluted
to a final volume of 10 mL using DI water. This is the stock sample solution. 0.5, 1.0,
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1.5, 2.0 and 2.5 mL of the stock sample was pipetted into separated centrifuge tubes. The
tube volume was increased to 7 mL using DI water and then 0.2 mL of 10%
hydroxylamine hydrochloride was added and mixed. 0.5 mL of 1,10-phenanthreline was
added and mixed. 0.5 mL of ammonium acetate acetic acid was added and mixed.
Finally, the volume of the tubes was increased to 10 mL using DI water. The samples
were then read on a UV/Vis spectrophotometer at 511 and 690 nm.

2.2.4 Synthesis of alkyne-PEG-dopamine polymer
Heterobifunctional polymer with reactive dopamine and alkyne end group was
synthesized following the same method as described by Raval et. al. (27) and was dried
under vacuum. In order to confirm the completion of the reaction, H-NMR was
completed to evaluate the presence of the appropriate reactive groups after each synthesis
step. First, polymer precursor bis trimethyl siylamide was reacted with ethylene oxide in
a high-pressure PARR reactor until the polymer reached ~8000 MW. Then the reaction
was ceased by exposing the mixture to the atmosphere. The solution was passed through
a filtered Buchner funnel in order to remove large particulates. The filtered solution was
then rotary evaporated until a concentrated solution remained. The polymer solution was
then split between centrifuge tubes and precipitated using ice cold diethyl ether. The
tubes were centrifuged for 5 min at 16,800 rcf. The supernatant was discarded and the
precipitate resuspended in a small volume of DCM. The precipitation with diethyl ether
was repeated an additional two times and then dried overnight under vacuum. H-NMR
was then run on the sample in order to calculate and confirm appropriate polymer length.
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Polymer was then combined with a slight excess of sodium hydride and propargyl
bromide in tetrahydrofuran (THF) and left to react overnight. The polymer was then
deprotected by rotary evaporating the overnight solution until ~20 mL of solution
remained. The concentrated solution was precipitated 3x using diethyl ether and then
resuspended in 20 mL methanol. 8-10 drops of concentrated HCl (12.1 N) was then
added and the solution was left to spin overnight. The solution was then separated by
diluting with DI water and adding chloroform in a separatory funnel 3x. The correct layer
was precipitated with diethyl ether 3x and dried overnight for H-NMR analysis. A 5:1
ratio of PEG:PAA was combined in the presence of ethyl(dimethylaminopropyl)
carbodiimide (EDC) and N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) dissolved in DMF in order to
facilitate the amidation reaction. The solution was spun overnight and was precipitated
with diethyl ether 3x and dried overnight for H-NMR analysis. Finally, the polymer
underwent an amidation reaction to dopamine. Dopamine HCl and triethylamine were
combined with polymer, EDC and NHS in DMF and spun overnight. The overnight
solution was then precipitated with diethyl ether and dried overnight for H-NMR
analysis.

2.2.5 Polymer ligand exchange
To attach the polymer to the IONPs cores, both were separately suspended in 20
mL of chloroform and then the polymer solution was slowly injected into the IONPs
solution over the course of an hour while sonicating as described previously (19). The
mixture was then kept at room temperature for at least 72 hours while being continuously
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shaken. After 72 hours, the solvent was removed and the PEG-IONPs were washed with
hexanes to remove any unreacted particles or polymer. The PEG-IONPs were then dried
underneath a steady stream of nitrogen and resuspended in chloroform. Following this
step, the PEG-IONPs were analyzed using Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) and Zeta
potential (ZP) in order to confirm their hydrodynamic diameter and determine their
surface charge in water. Additionally, the PEG-IONPs were analyzed using FT-IR, AC
calorimetry and AC susceptibility.
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2.2.6 Click chemistry of Galili-tri and Lac
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Figure 2.3 Galili-tri reaction overview. Step 1) Precursor reaction with ethylene oxide
resulting in anionic ring opening, Step 2) attachment of alkyne group via propargyl
bromide, Step 3) deprotection of primary amine, Step 4) amidation of polyacrylic acid
(PAA) to deprotected amine group, Step 5) attachment of dopamine linker group to
polyethylene glycol (PEG) chain, Step 6) ligand reaction between PEG and IONPs core,
Step 7) Click Chemistry attachment of glycan Galili-tri to PEG-IONPs
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Figure 2.4 Lac reaction overview. Step 1) Precursor reaction with ethylene oxide
resulting in anionic ring opening, Step 2) attachment of alkyne group via propargyl
bromide, Step 3) deprotection of primary amine, Step 4) amidation of polyacrylic acid
(PAA) to deprotected amine group, Step 5) attachment of dopamine linker group to
polyethylene glycol (PEG) chain, Step 6) ligand reaction between PEG and IONPs core,
Step 7) Click Chemistry attachment of glycan Lac to PEG-IONPs

After the ligands were attached to the IONPs cores through a ligand exchange
reaction, the two different glycans were attached to the exposed alkyne groups of the
polymer through a process known as click chemistry. The reaction was completed by
combining 2 mol Cu(II) sulfate and 2 mol tris(3-hydroxypropyltriazolylmethyl)amine
(THPTA) in DI H2O. The solution was stirred for 10 minutes and then mixed with PEGIONPs and glycan. Next, 10 mol (+)-sodium L-ascorbate was added and the entire
solution was left to react at room temperature for at least 24 hours (27). The reactions
took place separately and once completed, the functionalized IONPs were separated from
unreacted ligand-IONPs using size exclusion centrifugation and stored in DI H2O for
future characterization (Figures 2.3 & 2.4).

2.2.7 Dynamic light scattering (DLS) and Zeta potential characterization of IONPs
Before and after the click chemistry reaction, the hydrodynamic diameter of the
IONPs and the ZP in water was determined using a Zetasizer Nano ZS (Malvern
Panalytical). One drop of IONPs were diluted in a cuvette of DI H2O and sonicated for 10
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minutes to aid the dispersion of the nanoparticles before DLS analysis. For the ZP,
nanoparticles were diluted in DI H2O before being injected into a folded capillary tube.
The tube was carefully examined for the bubbles that would interfere with the reading
before being placed into the Zetasizer Nano ZS.

2.2.8 Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR) analysis of functionalized IONPs
Fourier Transform Infrared spectroscopy was conducted on ligand coated IONPs
in addition to glycan functionalized IONPs in order to confirm the presence of glycan
groups post-click chemistry reactions. Samples were concentrated and lyophilized
overnight in order to remove the DI H2O from the particles. The samples were run on a
Thermo Nicolet Magna 550 FTIR.

2.2.9 AC calorimetry
0.5 mg/mL of IONPs were prepared and 200 µL of solution was aliquoted into a
glass dram vial. The vial was then placed into the AC calorimeter (Ambrell Easy Heat)
and the temperature of the sample was measured for 120 seconds at a field strength of 22
kA/m and 205 kHz frequency. The sample holder was kept in a water chilled jacket
maintaining an internal temperature of ~37 ºC. The copper coil generating the magnetic
field was cooled with water maintained at 25 ºC in a water chiller.
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2.2.10 AC susceptibility
0.5 mg/mL of functionalized Galili-tri- or Lac-IONPs sample were prepared and
200 µL of solution was placed into a glass dram vial. The samples were then placed into
the AC suceptometer (Dynomag, Imego). The samples were read at 25 ºC from a
frequency range of 0 – 250k Hz.
2.3 Results and Discussion
2.3.1 Synthesis of IONP cores
It is important for the downstream application of these nanoparticles that they are
synthesized with a monodisperse core size in order to behave in a uniform way when
exposed to an alternating magnetic field. Based on the size distribution analysis
conducted on the thermally decomposed iron acetylacetonate, it was determined that the
cores were predominantly monodisperse. The average diameter of the synthesized
nanoparticles was 20.23 nm (Figure 2.5) with a standard deviation of 2.235.
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Figure 2.5 Size distribution analysis of IONPs. A) TEM image of IONPs before ligand
exchange. Scale bar = 100 nm. B) Size distribution analysis of the IONPs core diameters,
n = 1808.

2.3.2 Synthesis and coating of IONPs with PEG
Following the synthesis of the nanoparticle cores, hydrophilic polyethylene glycol
(PEG) was synthesized in order to further functionalize the IONPs with surface glycans
and to make them colloidally stable in water. PEG was synthesized to a molecular weight
of approximately 8,000. Once synthesized, the polymer was functionalized with
dopamine in order to anchor the polymer to the IONP core (Figure 2.6). After synthesis
and characterization in order to confirm the presence of the dopamine anchor group and
the azide linker group, the IONPs were reacted with the PEG in a ligand exchange
reaction. DLS and Zeta analysis of the particles after the ligand reaction confirmed the
attachment of the PEG to the surface of the IONPs indicated by the larger hydrodynamic
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radius and change in ZP. (Table 2.1).

Figure 2.6 H-NMR of alkyne-PEG-dopamine polymer. PAA protons shown at 1.37-1.43
ppm. Alkyne proton peaks shown at 2.83 and 3.99 ppm. Bulk PEG repeating chains
shown at approximately 3.60 ppm. CDCl3 peak served as reference at 7.26 ppm.

2.3.3 Functionalization of PEG-IONPs with glycans
Following confirmation of the PEG attachment to the IONPs, two glycans were
selected for surface functionalization of the particles. Galili-tri and Lac were chosen
because of their previously demonstrated affinity for Neisseria gonorrhoeae (Figure 2.7)
(25).
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Figure 2.7 Glycan molecular structures. Gal = galactose; Glc = glucose. A) Molecular
structure of the Galili-tri glycan. From left: galactose molecule glycosidically bonded at
the α1-3 position to the neighboring galactose. This galactose is glycosidically bonded to
its neighboring glucose molecule at the β1-4 position. The glucose molecule is bonded at
the β1-1 position to the terminating synthetic spacer group 2-azidodiethyl. B) Molecular
structure of the Lac glycan. From left: galactose molecule glycosidically bonded at the
β1-4 position to the neighboring glucose molecule. The glucose molecule is bonded at the
β1-1 position to the terminating synthetic spacer group 2-azidodiethyl.

As such, these glycans were reacted separately with the PEG coated IONPs via a
click chemistry reaction. The particles were characterized by DLS and ZP (Table 2.1). In
addition, the particles were analyzed using FT-IR to confirm the attachment of the glycan
groups (Figure 2.8). Increased intensity peaks at approximately 3300 cm-1 when
compared with the PEG-IONPs suggest the successful completion of the Click chemistry
reaction.
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Table 2.1 DLS and Zeta potential of functionalized IONPs
Hydrodynamic Diameter

Zeta-potential

of IONPs in water (nm)

(mV)

PEG-IONPs

216.0

-2.04

Galili-tri-IONPs

255.3

-7.73

Lac-IONPs

220.2

-11.23

Figure 2.8 FT-IR of glycan functionalized IONPs. A) Spectra of PEG-IONPs. B)
Spectra of Galili-tri functionalized IONPs. C) Spectra of Lac functionalized IONPs.
(Note difference in scale.) Red arrows denote increased intensity resulting from glycan
group.

To determine the amount of heat delivered by the nanoparticles in the presence of
an AMF, AC calorimetry was completed. The results show that during the PEG-IONPs
sample exposure to 480 amps for a period of 120 seconds, there was no significant
change in sample temperature (Figure 2.9). This indicates that the interaction between the
alternating magnetic field and the magnetic IONPs does not result in a production of
thermal output. Similar AC calorimetry results are observed in the Lac and Galili-tri
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functionalized IONPs. The results show that with the functionalization of the glycans,
there was no measurable change in the thermal output (Figure 2.10 & 2.11).

Figure 2.9 Alternating current (AC) calorimetry of 0.5 mg/mL PEG-IONPs. Sample
and copper coil temperature of PEG-IONPs during AC calorimetry analysis measured
over 120 seconds.
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Figure 2.10 Alternating current (AC) calorimetry of 0.5 mg/mL Lac-IONPs. Sample
and copper coil temperature of Lac-IONPs during AC calorimetry analysis measured
over 120 seconds.

Figure 2.11 Alternating current (AC) calorimetry of 0.5 mg/mL Galili-tri IONPs.
Sample and copper coil temperature of Galili-tri IONPs during AC calorimetry analysis
measured over 120 seconds.
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Additionally, in order to understand and characterize the magnetic response of the
PEG-IONPs and functionalized IONPs in response to AC, AC susceptibility was
performed as a function of frequency. As demonstrated by Figures 2.12-2.14, the results
indicate an increased magnetization at higher frequencies.

Figure 2.12 AC susceptibility measurement of 0.5 mg/mL PEG-IONPs. Real and
imaginary AC susceptibility of PEG-IONPs measured from 0 to 250k Hz. Data points are
averaged from n = 3 replicates.
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Figure 2.13 AC susceptibility measurement of 0.5 mg/mL Galili-tri functionalized
IONPs. Real and imaginary AC susceptibility of Galili-tri-IONPs measured from 0 to
250k Hz. Data points are averaged from n = 3 replicates.

Figure 2.14 AC susceptibility measurement of 0.5 mg/mL Lac functionalized IONPs.
Real and imaginary AC susceptibility of Lac-IONPs measured from 0 to 250k Hz. Data
points are averaged from n = 3 replicates.
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2.4 Conclusion
The objective of this aim was to synthesize nanoparticles of a size range of
approximately 22 nm in diameter and coat them with PEG in order to functionalized them
with glycans Galili-tri or Lac. Based on the TEM imaging and size distribution, the iron
oxide cores were synthesized in a relatively monodisperse manner resulting in the
average core diameter of 20.23 nm. Synthesis of the PEG was completed and
characterized showing the presence of the appropriate functional groups, and the relative
polymer length. The ligand exchange reaction was completed and DLS and ZP
demonstrated the successful reaction. Attachment of the glycan groups post-Click
reaction was evaluated using FT-IR and DLS/ZP which confirmed the presence of the
glycan groups. Magnetic characterization of the functionalized particles showed that in
the presence of alternating magnetic fields generated by an AC, there is not an
appreciable thermal output. Finally, AC susceptibility analysis on the functionalized
particles demonstrated the increased magnetization of the particles at higher frequencies.
In the future binding efficacy of these nanoparticles should be evaluated against
their bacterial target, Neisseria gonorrhoeae. Additionally, reduction in bacterial viability
should be closely examined to determine the relative efficacy of the synthesized
nanoparticle compared with existing antibiotic treatment. Biocompatibility testing in
mammalian cell lines should also be completed to confirm the relative safety and low
toxicity of the nanoparticles in vivo.
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CHAPTER THREE
IN VITRO CHARACTARIZATION OF THE BINDING AFFINITY OF GLYCAN
FUNCTIONALIZED IONPS AGAINST NEISSERIA GONORRHOEAE STRAIN
FA1090 AND INACTIVATION IN THE PRESENCE OF AN ALTERNATING
MAGNETIC FIELD (AMF)
3.1 Introduction
Inorganic magnetic nanoparticles such as iron oxide nanoparticles (IONPs) have
been widely studied as a mechanism of targeted drug delivery and cancer treatment (1–3).
This is due in part to the ease at which the shape and size of the particles can be formed
via various different synthesis methods (4–6). Additionally, IONPs have been researched
due to their biocompatibility and their existing approval for use in humans (6, 7). This
approval is due to the low biotoxicity of the IONPs and this serves to strengthen the
reasons for pursuing IONPs as therapeutic treatments. As mentioned before, the size of
the IONPs can be easily manipulated during synthesis which allows for alterations of
their inherent magnetic attributes. This magnetism has been researched for utilizing
IONPs in medical contrast imaging or treating different types of cancer (8–10). Apart
from magnetic properties, IONPs can also be utilized for their interchangeable surface
functionalization (11–13). Due to the variable nature of how IONPs can be
functionalized, they have also been researched for their ability to be coated with
antibiotics that grant them specificity of targeting and inactivating bacteria (14–16).
Similarly, IONPs can be coated with structures that don’t inactivate bacteria, but instead
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immobilize them for diagnostic purposes or to prevent their further proliferation (17, 18).
Other IONPs have been designed in order to remove Vibrio cholerae from water samples
(19). Researchers have sought to combine these two techniques, manipulating both the
magnetic properties of the IONPs and targeting bacteria for inactivation in the presence
of an externally applied alternating magnetic field (AMF) (20, 21).
Sexually transmitted infections (STIs) continue to wreak havoc in the medical
field due to the ease at which the infections are transmitted and how devastating an
established infection can be to the host (22). For sexually transmitted bacteria to cause
disease, they first must permeate the physical barrier of epithelial skin layers. Upon entry
into the body, the bacteria require nutrients for growth, metabolism, and protection from
antimicrobial aspects of the immune system (23). To circumvent the initial innate
defenses of the host that bacteria encounter, they possess structures that allow them to
adhere to target cells. It is paramount for these bacteria to attach in order to cause disease.
Pathogenic bacteria that target mucosal epithelial cells can present many structures (such
as pili, lipooligosaccharides (LOS), and porin proteins), that adhere to the epithelial cells
preventing sloughing off due to epithelial cell shedding and vaginal fluid flow (24, 25).
This attachment to epithelial cells provides the bacteria a substrate from which they can
establish disease. Adherence also gives the bacteria time to enter the host through a
variety of different mechanisms (26, 27). The specific host response can vary depending
on the initiation, but the goal of this entry into the host cells is that it provides physical
protection from host innate immune functions, and thereby acts as a mechanism of
pathogenesis for the bacteria.
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In the case of Neisseria gonorrhoeae, causative agent of the STI gonorrhea, the
pili structures on the surface of the bacteria must first interact with and attach to epithelial
cells (27, 28). Next, the recognition of the host cell surface carcinoembryonic antigenrelated cell adhesion molecules or CEACAMs by the Neisserial opacity (Opa) proteins
allows for an interaction that calls for the engulfment of the bacteria by the mucosal
epithelial cells. Once the bacterium is engulfed, Neisseria transcytoses itself through the
mucosal cells into the basal structure. Once through the epithelial cells, N. gonorrhoeae
encounters neutrophils and through interaction with them, trigger localized inflammation
through the production of cytokines. This inflammation recruits additional neutrophils
which uptake the Neisseria for the purpose of phagocytosis. Once inside the neutrophil
however, the bacteria can prevent the fusion of the phagolysosome structure and
continues replication, thereby protecting itself from other elements of the immune system
and from recognition by the adaptive immune response. The N. gonorrhoeae continue to
propagate until the neutrophils migrate through the epithelial layer where they undergo
apoptosis, and the gonorrhoeae are released where they can be transmitted to other hosts
via mucosal secretions (29).
Many techniques have been established to determine the viability of bacteria in
vitro. Historically, colony counts of serially diluted cultures have been utilized for the
determination of bacterial viability. However, this technique requires extensive amounts
of time with results that are often inconclusive due to the lack of accuracy in the
tabulation of bacterial colony forming units. Recently, more specific assays such as
reduction oxidation assays, ATP assays, electron or carbon source consumption assays
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and fluorescein diphosphate have been developed targeting specific aspects of microbial
metabolism that result in more accurate enumeration of viable bacteria (30). In addition
to an increase in accuracy, the time required for said assays often is only several hours
compared with colony counts which require visible colonies and can take days to grow.
Other methods of bacterial viability determination target genomic information. Real time
quantitative polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) amplifies target amplicons within
metabolically active bacteria. The targeting of a housekeeping gene and gene of interest
allow for determination of whether or not the bacterium is undergoing normal metabolic
processes. An emerging PCR technique known as viability PCR or vPCR involves the
use of a photoactivated dye, propidium monoazide (PMA) (31). When PMA is combined
with DNA in the presence of 475 nm light, it covalently binds to the negatively charged
backbone of DNA (Figure 3.1). This PMA binding is irreversible and interferes with the
amplification of the DNA downstream in PCR. This interference of amplification
provides a means to distinguish between exogenous DNA from dead or dying cells and
DNA that is protected by an intact viable bacterial cell membrane. Treatment of a
bacterial culture with PMA and light exposure followed by extraction of viable DNA for
PCR amplification allows for a more accurate estimation of the number of viable cells
that exist in a particular culture.
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Figure 3.1 Overview of viability PCR using propidium monoazide (PMA) to inhibit the
amplification of dead or dying cells. Cell culture is first exposed to PMA and incubated
in the dark before being exposed to intense light. When light activated, PMA crosslinks to
the DNA backbone from dead or dying cells. During qPCR amplification of the
subsequent extracted genetic material, the DNA crosslinked with PMA is prevented from
being amplified as efficiently allowing for the determination of bacterial viability.

The goal of this aim is to determine the interaction between the glycan
functionalized Lac- or Galili-tri-IONPs and Neisseria gonorrhoeae strain FA1090 R2/36
and FA1090 K17/35. Potential agglomeration of the bacteria after treatment with the
functionalized IONPs will be monitored through the usage of fluorescent imaging.
Viability of the bacteria will be evaluated after incubation with the IONPs and after
exposure to an alternating magnetic field. The treatment technique used is known as
magnetically mediated energy delivery (MagMED) and understanding the interaction
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between the treatment, the IONPs and the bacteria will prove useful in determining the
next steps as the project moves towards an in vivo study.
3.2 Materials and Methods
3.2.1 Synthesis of IONPs
Iron oxide nanoparticle (IONPs) cores were synthesized using one pot thermal
decomposition as described previously (20). In brief, 1.059 g iron acetylacetonate was
mixed with 15 mL oleic acid in a three necked flask and purged with nitrogen. The flask
was then heated to 375 ºC in a metal bath while being mixed and continuously purged
with nitrogen. After 3.5 hours, the reaction was ceased by removing the flask from the
bath and allowed to cool overnight. IONPs were removed from solution the following
day and washed by using a 1:1 acetone:ethanol solution before being imaged in a
transmission electron micrograph (Figure 3.2).
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Figure 3.2 Transmission electron micrograph image of IONPs cores post-thermal
decomposition. Scale bar = 200 nm.
3.2.2 PEG synthesis for ligand rection with glycans Galili-tri and Lac
The IONPs were rotary evaporated and resuspended in chloroform and stored at
room temperature. In order to make the IONPs colloidally stable, a polyethylene glycol
(PEG) polymer was synthesized for surface attachment. The PEG was synthesized to a
molecular weight of approximately 8000 and characterized using H-NMR in order to
determine the presence of appropriate reactive groups. A ligand reaction was next carried
out in order to coat the IONPs and make them colloidally stable in biological media and
prevent them from precipitating out of solution. In order to make the surface coated
IONPs specific for Neisseria gonorrhoeae strain FA1090, the glycans Galili-tri and Lac
were attached to the surface of the PEG-IONPs through click chemistry (Figure 3.3). The
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functionalized Galili-tri and Lac IONPs were then characterized using FT-IR, AC
calorimetry, AC susceptibility, Dynamic light scattering (DLS) and Zeta potential (ZP).

3.2.3 PEG synthesis for ligand rection with glycan aGM2
IONPs cores were suspended in chloroform as stated above and reacted with
PEG. Heterobifunctional PEG was synthesized to an approximate molecular weight of
8000. The PEG was isolated and further reacted to contain a reactive azide group. Ligand
reactions were performed coating the IONPs cores with PEG; making the IONPs soluble
in water. Next, PEO-IONPs were reacted via click chemistry to glycan aGM2 and
characterized.

Figure 3.3 Overview of ligand reaction and click chemistry resulting in glycan
functionalized IONPs.
3.2.4 Culturing N. gonorrhoeae strain FA1090
Cultures of Neisseria gonorrhoeae FA1090 were generously donated by Dr. Hank
Seifert from Northwestern University. The bacteria were grown on Grahams chocolate
agar supplemented with IsovitaleX™ (Becton Dickenson BBL™) in a 5% CO2
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environment at 37 °C. Cultures used were between 18-20 hours old and were suspended
in sterile PBS (pH 7.4) and adjusted to an OD520 = 1.0 (~1.0*108 CFU/mL). Neisseria
gonorrhoeae strain FA1090 R2/36 (opa+, pili+) which expressed both the surface Opa
proteins in addition to pili, and strain FA1090 K17/35 (opa-, pili-) which does not express
Opa or pili, were transformed using pCmGFP plasmid (Figure 3.4).

Figure 3.4 pCmGFP plasmid map. Highlight’s location of GFP gene downstream of the
tac promoter and chloramphenicol resistance gene under the control of the lac operon
downstream of the tac promoter. Plasmid map was created in SnapGene 5.3.
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3.2.5 Transformation of N. gonorrhoeae using pCmGFP plasmid
Both Neisseria gonorrhoeae FA1090 strain R2/36 (opa+, pili+) and K17/35 (opa-,
pili-) were transformed with plasmid pCmGFP encoding the GFP protein. Both strains
were thawed, inoculated onto GC agar and grown for 18 hours at 37⁰C with 5% CO2. The
plates were inspected visually and a smear was made to microscopically check for culture
purity. Next a new GC plate referred to as the transformation plate was marked in order
to denote the region of the plate that would contain lower amounts of gonorrhoeae when
streaked. This was done in order to ensure that the amount of N. gonorrhoeae coming
into contact with exogenous plasmid DNA would not be too low, and thus reduce the
overall number of successfully transformed colonies. The plate was then streaked
following the quadrant streak method and 10 µL of pCmGFP was pipetted onto quadrant
2; a region containing moderate to low growth of N. gonorrhoeae. This was allowed to
soak into the plate for 30 minutes before being inverted and incubated overnight at 37⁰C
with 5% CO2. Growth in the regions where the pCmGFP soaked into the plate was then
streaked onto a new selective GC plate containing chloramphenicol (25 µg/mL) and
incubated for another 18 hours. Growth on this plate was further analyzed using the score
plate technique in order to ensure the correct transformation of the N. gonorrhoeae using
the pCmGFP plasmid. After the score plating, wet slide mounts were made, and the
bacteria analyzed for GFP expression using a Motic AE31 inverted fluorescent
microscope with a FITC filter cube. Colonies exhibiting fluorescence were stored in 25%
glycerol and then frozen at -80 ºC.
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3.2.6 Culturing of E. coli K12 strain DH10B
Escherichia coli K12 strain DH10B was grown in tryptic soy broth (TSB) in a
shaking water bath set at 37⁰C. Cultures used were between 16-18 hours old. Before
genomic DNA extraction, the E. coli was sub-cultured and grown to an OD600 = 0.6 (~
4.8 * 108 cell/mL).
3.2.7 Imaging of bacterial agglomeration
Neisseria gonorrhoeae FA1090 R2/36 and FA1090 K17/35 were grown for 18
hours overnight. Culture was removed from the plates and resuspended in sterile PBS and
vortexed to remove agglomerates. The solution was adjusted to an OD520 = 1.0 (~1.0*108
cell/mL) and syringe filtered in order to remove large agglomerations of cells. The
bacteria were next incubated with 650 µg/mL of PEG-IONPs, Lac-IONP, Galili-triIONPs, or aGM2-IONPs and gently mixed while incubating at 37 ºC for 30 minutes. The
bacteria were then mounted to a glass slide using the hanging drop method and imaged
using a Motic AE31 inverted fluorescent microscope with a FITC filter cube. Resulting
images were analyzed using ImageJ 1.53c (NIH).
3.2.8 qPCR primers
E. coli K12 strain DH10B primers were selected based on work done by Walker
et. al. because of the short amplicon length (50 bp) and validated using Basic Local
alignment Search Tool (BLAST) by comparing E. coli K12 genomic sequence (GenBank
ascension number CP000948.1, accession region from 1783245bp – 1785056bp) with the
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primer sequence in order to confirm the amplicon would fall within the gene target (32).
Forward primer targeting uidA gene 5’- CGG AAG CAA CGC GTA AAC TC – 3’;
reverse primer: 5’ - TGA GCG TCG CAG AAC ATT ACA – 3’. Primers were purchased
from Integrated DNA Technologies (Coralville, Iowa) and resuspended in IDTE buffer,
pH 8.0 to create a stock solution and stored at 4 ºC.
Neisseria gonorrhoeae FA1090 primers were selected based on research from
Budkaew et. al. (33). The primer pair for the gene porA was validated using BLAST by
comparing primer sequences against Neisseria gonorrhoeae FA1090 (GenBank
ascension number: AJ223447). Forward primer sequence targeting porA 5’ - CAG CAT
TCA ATT TGT TCC GAG TC – 3’; reverse primer sequence 5’ - GAA CTG GTT TCA
TCT GAT TAC TTT CCA – 3’. Primers were purchased from Integrated DNA
Technologies and resuspended in IDTE buffer, pH 8.0 to create a stock solution and
stored at 4 ºC.
3.2.9 vPCR 500W halogen experimental design
Bacteria was grown to the previously stated OD for an approximate estimate of
the concentration. Then, a serial dilution was performed and plated onto growth media to
provide starting bacterial concentration. Next, 600 µL of the bacteria solution was
pipetted into 4 separate 1.5 mL Eppendorf tubes. Two tubes of culture were placed into a
heat block at 72 ºC for 15 minutes reduce the overall viability of the bacteria. The other
two tubes were left at RT for the same duration. After the 15 minutes, each tube had 100
µL removed and serially diluted in order to determine the bacterial concentration after
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partial heat inactivation. Next, propidium monoazide (PMA) was added to each tube for a
final concentration of 50 µM. The tubes were incubated in the dark for 5 minutes. 2
samples were exposed to a 500 Watt halogen light source (Utilitech) on ice at a distance
of 12 cm for 15 minutes (Figure 3.5).

Figure 3.5 500 watt halogen light set-up for photoactivation of PMA. A) 500 watt
halogen power applied B) 500 watt halogen power off C) Distance measured from the
surface of the ice bath to the light = 12 cm.

The remaining two samples were not exposed to the 500W halogen light. Serial
dilutions were performed on each sample to estimate the bacterial concentration before
DNA extraction. Genomic DNA extraction was then performed using the E.N.Z.A®
Genomic DNA Isolation Kit (Omega BioTek). After extraction, qPCR was run on the
samples. Reaction wells consisted of 12.5 µL Forget-Me-Not™ Universal Probe qPCR
Master Mix (Biotium), 2 µL template, 2 µL of 2 µM forward primer, 2 µL of 2µM
reverse primer and 6.5 µL ddH2O. qPCR was run on the MJ Mini Thermal Cycler
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(BioRad). Cycle parameters were as follows: incubation of samples at 95 ºC for 2 min,
then 20 seconds at 95 ºC, 1 min at 65 ºC and then the PCR tubes were read. After the
plate read, the cycle returned to a 20 second exposure at 95 ºC before repeating the
parameters for an additional 39 cycles. Data was interpreted by graphically plotting data
in Excel (Microsoft Office 365). Cycle threshold values were calculated using the
internal MJ MiniOpticon software.

3.2.10 vPCR blue LED experimental design
Bacteria was grown to optimal OD in order to provide an estimate of bacterial
concentration. Then, a serial dilution was performed in order to provide an initial
bacterial concentration. Next, 600 µL of bacteria were pipetted into 4 separate 1.5 mL
Eppendorf tubes. Two tubes of culture were placed into a heat block at 72 ºC for 15
minutes in order to partially heat inactivate the bacteria. The other two tubes were left at
RT for the same duration. After the 15 minutes, each tube had 100 µL removed and
serially diluted in order to determine the bacterial concentration through plate counts.
Next, propidium monoazide (PMA) was added to a final concentration in solution of 50
µM. The tubes were incubated in the dark for 5 minutes. 2 samples were then exposed to
blue LED light (475 nm) for 15 minutes in a specially designed black box (Figure 3.6).
The box was covered with black tape in order to minimize external light penetrance and
air was blown over the samples in order to prevent them from overheating during the
exposure time. The remaining samples did not receive LED exposure and remained
incubating in the dark for the same duration.
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Figure 3.6 Blue LED box designed for photoactivation of PMA. A) Blue LED strip used
to activate PMA. B) Interior of the LED box; LED strip folded to create a trough between
LEDs for PCR reaction tubes. C) PCR tube holder inserted into the box. D) Box closed
and covered in black tape to minimize light exposure. Tube containing air (right of box)
in order to cool the LED strips during the 15-minute exposure time.

Light intensity and wavelength were determined by a light meter (Figure 3.7).
Serial dilutions were then performed on each sample to estimate the bacterial
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concentration before DNA extraction. Genomic DNA extraction was then performed
using the E.N.Z.A® Genomic DNA Isolation Kit (Omega BioTek). After extraction,
qPCR was run on the samples. Reaction wells consisted of 12.5 µL Forget-Me-Not™
Universal Probe qPCR Master Mix (Biotium), 2 µL template, 2 µL of 2 µM forward
primer, 2 µL of 2 µM reverse primer and 6.5 µL ddH2O. qPCR was run on the MJ Mini
thermal cycler (BioRad) system. Cycle parameters consisted of an initial incubation of
samples at 95 ºC for 2 min, then 20 seconds at 95 ºC, 1 min at 65 ºC and then the plate
was read. After the plate read, the cycle returned to the 20 second exposure at 95 ºC and
was repeated for an additional 39 cycles.

Figure 3.7 Dymax Smart VIS intensity meter used to measure the intensity and power
output of blue LEDs.
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3.2.11 Determination of optimal PMA concentration
To determine the optimal PMA concentration for use with the LED exposure,
several concentrations (100, 75, 50, 25, and 10 µM) were selected and incubated with
viable E. coli. E. coli was grown to an OD600 = 0.6 (~ 4.8 * 108 cell/mL) before being
partially heat inactivated by exposure to 70 ºC in a heat block for 20 minutes. A final
concentration of 100, 75, 50, 25 or 10 µM PMA was added to the bacteria and the tube of
culture was incubated in the dark for 5 minutes before being exposed to a blue LED for
15 minutes. Post-exposure, DNA was extracted, and qPCR was then run targeting the
uidA gene as mentioned above.

3.2.12 Determination of gDNA concentrations
Extracted DNA was quantified using a fluorometric DNA Quantification Assay
kit (BioVision). The standard curve was generated using the provided lambda DNA
(Figure 3.8). DNA concentrations of bacteria were determined post-extraction of genomic
material.
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Figure 3.8 gDNA concentration assay standard curve determined by
spectrophotometry. Each data point represents an average of n = 3 replicates.
3.2.13 N. gonorrhoeae IONPs treatment and MagMED exposure
N. gonorrhoeae FA1090 R2/36 and FA1090 K17/35 were grown overnight for 18
hours on Grahams chocolate agar. The bacteria were resuspended in sterile PBS (pH 7.4)
to an OD520 of 1.0 (~ 1.0*108 cells/mL). Bacterial suspension was then pipetted into a 600
µL Eppendorf tube before Lac- or Galili-tri-IONPs were added to a final concentration of
650 µg/mL and then the culture placed into the MagMED sample holder within the water
jacket. The bacteria were exposed to 22 kA/m at a frequency of 205 kHz in the MagMED
device (Figure 3.9) for 30 minutes before being serially diluted for viable CFU estimation
by plate count and treatment with PMA for vPCR.
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Figure 3.9 Overview of the magnetically mediated energy delivery system (MagMED).
A) Water bath set to 37 ºC and pumped through tubing into the water jacket surrounding
the sample holder (B). C) Coller coil surrounding the sample holder and sample. D)
Temperature probe inserted into the sample to monitor the temperature. E) Temperature
sensor interface. F) Ambrell EasyHeat Induction Heating system. G) Temperature probe
inserted into the water chiller (H) water chiller reservoir.

3.3 Results and Discussion
3.3.1 IONPs synthesis and characterization
Iron oxide nanoparticles were synthesized following a one pot thermal
decomposition method (34). Control of reaction duration and temperature with this
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method allows for monodisperse synthesis of IONPs as shown in Figure 3.10. Size
distribution analysis was conducted on the TEM images by utilizing ImageJ software
(NIH) and thresholding the image before running the analyze particles function.
Resulting areas were converted to diameter and the size distribution graph and statistics
were completed in MiniTab software (version 19). Average diameter of the IONPs was
20.23 nm with a standard deviation of 2.235.

Figure 3.10 Size distribution analysis of IONPs. A) TEM image of IONPs before ligand
exchange. Scale bar = 100 nm. B) Size distribution analysis of the IONP core diameters,
n = 1808.

In order to make the IONPs colloidally stable in biological media, the surfaces of
the IONPs were reacted with heterobifunctional nitro-dopamine anchored polyethylene
glycol (PEG) alkyne coupled polymer of approximately ~8000 MW. This reaction
occurred when IONPs diluted in chloroform were slowly combined with the PEG
suspended in chloroform over an hour. After the two solutions were combined, the
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reaction was allowed to mix on a shaker for a minimum of 72 hours before the solution
was rotary evaporated to remove the solvent. The dried nanoparticles were then washed
with hexanes 2 times to remove unreacted IONPs and excess polymer. After the hexanes
rinse, the PEG-IONPs were resuspended in ~30 mL of dH2O for storage and
characterization by Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS), Zeta potential (ZP) (Table 3.1) and
Fourier Transform Infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR) (Figure 3.11).

Table 3.1 Hydrodynamic diameter characterized by dynamic light scattering and
particle surface charge determined by zeta potential
Hydrodynamic Diameter

Zeta-potential

of IONPs in water (nm)

(mV)

PEG-IONPs

216.0

-2.04

Galili-tri-IONPs

255.3

-7.73

Lac-IONPs

220.2

-11.23

After PEG-IONPs were characterized, they were reacted with glycan Gal(α13)Gal(β1-4)Glc(β1-1) (Galili-tri) or Gal(β1-4)Glc(β1-1) (Lac) (Consortium for
Functional Glycomics, USA). This functionalization reaction belongs to a class of
reactions known as click chemistry. In brief, the PEG-IONPs were reacted with either
Galili-tri or Lac in the presence of Cu(II) sulfate tris(3 hydroxypropyltriazolylmethyl)
amine (THPTA) and (+)-sodium L-ascorbate in dH2O for at least 24 hours. The
functionalized PEG-IONPs were separated from unreacted PEG-IONPs by size exclusion
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centrifugation and then were characterized using DLS, ZP (Table 3.1) and FT-IR (Figure
3.11).

Figure 3.11 FT-IR of glycan functionalized IONPs. A) Spectra of PEG-IONPs. B)
Spectra of Galili-tri functionalized IONPs. C) Spectra of Lac functionalized IONPs.
(Note difference in scale.) Red arrows denote increased intensity resulting from glycan
group.

3.3.2 Transformation of Neisseria gonorrhoeae with pCmGFP plasmid
After 24 hour incubation at 37 ºC at 5% CO2 with the pCmGFP plasmid,
Neisseria gonorrhoeae FA1090 strains R2/36 and K17/35 were evaluated under
fluorescent light. Wet mount slides were made of each bacterial strain and imaged in a
Motic AE-31 inverted fluorescent microscope using a FITC filter cube (Figure 3.12). In
addition, whole culture plates were imaged underneath the fluorescent microscope in
order to confirm the colonies that were present on the plate indeed contained a complete,
functional pCmGFP plasmid (Figure 3.13).
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Figure 3.12 Fluorescent imaging of Neisseria gonorrhoeae FA1090 confirming
transformation of bacteria with the pCmGFP plasmid. A) Neisseria gonorrhoeae
FA1090 strain K17/35 B) Neisseria gonorrhoeae FA1090 strain R2/36. Scale bars = 50
µm. Images taken at 600x magnification.

Figure 3.13 Culture imaging of Neisseria gonorrhoeae transformed with pCmGFP on
GC agar. A) Streak plate of Neisseria gonorrhoeae FA1090 strain K17/45. B) Streak
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plate of Neisseria gonorrhoeae FA1090 strain R2/36. Insets imaged at 40x magnification
with a FITC excitation/emission filter cube.

3.3.3 Agglomeration of Neisseria gonorrhoeae after treatment with glycan functionalized
IONPs
Neisseria gonorrhoeae FA1090 incubated in the presence of either PEG-IONPs,
Lac-IONPs or Galili-tri-IONPs at a concentration of 650 µg/mL were imaged using
fluorescence microscopy. In order to determine whether or not the IONPs are interacting
with the bacteria, the images were examined to determine whether or not there appeared
to be an increase of fluorescent aggregation. Aggregates of fluorescent bacteria could
indicate the interaction between the glycan coated IONPs and the bacteria. Figure 3.12 A
demonstrates N. gonorrhoeae K17/35 without treatment and shows that the gonorrhoeae
without nanoparticles do not tend to aggregate together. This is expected due to the lack
of two factors, opacity proteins and pili, which serve to aid in bacterial adhesion. N.
gonorrhoeae R2/36 in contrast, tends to form slightly larger aggregates without the
addition of any aggregation factor (Figure 3.14 E). When examining the groups of
bacteria treated with IONPs, there did not appear to be any visible increase in aggregate
size as a result of the treatment (Figure 3.14 B-D, F-H).
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Figure 3.14 Fluorescent imaging of Neisseria gonorrhoeae strains FA1090 R2/36 and
FA1090 K17/35 treated with 650 ug/µl concentrations of PEG-IONPs, Lac-IONPs, or
Galili-tri-IONPs nanoparticles. A-D) N. gonorrhoeae K17/35 bacteria not treated A),
exposed to PEG-IONPs B), Lac-IONPs C), or Galili-tri-IONPs D). E-H) N. gonorrhoeae
R2/36 bacteria not treated E), exposed to PEG-IONPs F), Lac-IONPs G), or Galili-triIONPs H). Bacteria were imaged at 600x magnification. Scale bars = 50 µm.

Further quantitative analysis was conducted using ImageJ software (version
1.53c, NIH) in order to assess the Feret diameter of the aggregates. This imaging allows
for statistical analysis and comparison of the images to determine significance of the
treatments with regards to the induction of agglomeration (Figure 3.15). Based on the
results of the Feret diameter analysis, the R2/36 control group was statistically larger in
diameter, possibly indicative of agglomeration due to the presence of adherent structures
such as pili. Evaluation of the IONPs treatments showed that even with the addition of
the IONPs, there was not a significant increase in agglomeration above the control group.
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Instead, it appears based on the decrease in overall diameter that with the addition of
IONPs, there is an interference of normal binding and agglomeration. Because the results
for the PEG-IONPs, Lac and Galili-tri were not statistically significant from one another,
it appears that the Lac- and Galili-tri-IONPs did not bind to the bacteria causing them to
agglomerate together (Figure 3.15).

Figure 3.15 Analysis of average Feret diameter of Neisseria gonorrhoeae FA1090
strain R2/36 after treatment with 650 μg/mL IONPs for 30 minutes. *** = <0.0001, *
= <0.05. ANOVA calculated using JMP Pro 14.3.0.

Similar analysis conducted on Neisseria gonorrhoeae strain FA1090 K17/35
showed that there was a slight increase in overall diameter of the bacteria when treated
with the PEG-IONPs (Figure 3.16). However, this trend is not repeated in the Lac or
Galili-tri functionalized IONPs. this indicates that functionalization of these IONPs with
the glycans did not increase the agglomeration of bacteria after exposure. The lack of pili
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could explain the lack of statistical difference in diameter when comparing the control
group to the Lac-,Galili-tri-IONPs treated groups.

Figure 3.16 Analysis of average Feret diameter of Neisseria gonorrhoeae FA1090
strain K17/35 after treatment with 650 μg/mL IONPs for 30 minutes. *** = <0.0001,
n.s = no significance. ANOVA calculated using JMP Pro 14.3.0.

This experiment was repeated for aGM2-IONPs as demonstrated in Figure 3.17.
Exposore to aGM2 functionalized IONPs resulted in a significant increase in overall
aggregate size as indicated by the statistical comparisons of the average Feret diameter
(Figure 3.18).
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Figure 3.17 Agglomeration of N. gonorrhoeae strains FA1090 R2/36 and K17/35after
exposure to IONPs. N. gonorrhoeae K17/35 A) untreated, B) Treated with PEOIONPs, C) Treated with aGM2-IONPs. N. gonorrhoeae R2/36 D) untreated, E) treated
with PEO-IONPs, F) treated with aGM2-IONPs. Scale bar = 100 μm.
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Figure 3.18 Comparison of average agglomeration in aGM2-IONPs treated N.
gonorrhoeae. Averaged Feret diameter of N. gonorrhoeae R2/36 and K17/35 after
treatment and exposure to IONPs or aGM2-IONPs. Comparison of means evaluated
using Tukey-Kramer HSD in JMP Pro 14.3.0. *** = < 0.001; * = < 0.05.

3.3.4 Viability polymerase chain reaction (vPCR)
After initial validation of the vPCR protocol, further refinement of the protocol
was required in order to streamline the process. Initially, activation of the PMA was
carried out using a 500W halogen light. However, due to issues controlling the
temperature of the samples and the potential issues increased temperature could have
damaging intact cells and causing artifacts in the data analysis, an alternative was
investigated. Based on published research, the process of photoactivation of PMA can be
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completed using blue light at a wavelength of 465 - 475 nm (35). Photoactivation of the
PMA was carried out using a specially designed black box lined with blue LEDs
(Geeon). In order to determine the relative intensity of the blue light and evaluate the
dosage over time, the LEDs were measured using a light intensity meter (Figure 3.19).
The dosage intensity of the blue LEDs was found to be 34 mW/cm2. After a 15 minute
incubation period with the LEDs, the energy dosage averaged 31 J/cm2. Thermal output
of the LEDs during incubation was counteracted using a steady stream of air blown over
the samples.

Figure 3.19 Dosage intensity of blue LED over time series. Emission wavelength of the
LED was measured to be 475 nm. Intensity was measured as 34 mW/cm2.

After validation of the blue LED for the photoactivation of PMA, next a standard
curve was generated of E. coli DNA, specifically targeting the amplification of the uidA
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gene (Figure 3.16). This curve serves as a tool for the estimation of the number of viable
cells based on the cycle threshold during PCR. The curve was compared to serial dilution
and plate counts in order to correlate Ct value with approximate cell number. Once this
correlation was made, the cell number was converted to gene copy number.
E. coli K12 strain DH10B has a genome size of 4,686,137 bp (36). Calculating the
mass of the genome by multiplying the number of base pairs by the average nucleotide
weight (Equation 3.1).
mass = (4,686,137 bp) (1.096 ∗ 10−21

g
)
bp

g
mass = 5.14 ∗ 10−15
copy 𝑢𝑖𝑑𝐴

The mass of the E. coli K12 genome was converted to nanograms per gene copy
number, and then diluted in to concentrations listed in Table 3.2. The DNA was then
pipetted into reaction wells before being combined with the remaining PCR regents. The
number of gene copies and the corresponding amount of DNA per data point is listed in
Table 3.2.
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(1)

Table 3.2 Standard curve calculation for E. coli genomic DNA concentration
uidA copy #

DNA (ng)

30,000,000

154.2

3,000,000

15.42

300,000

1.542

30,000

0.154

3,000

0.015

The DNA was processed through a qPCR machine and the resulting cycle
threshold values were correlated to the log of the gene copy number. The resulting graph
is shown in Figure 3.20.

Figure 3.20 Standard curve of E. coli gene uidA determined by qPCR. Data shown are
averages of n = 3 replicates.
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Neisseria gonorrhoeae FA1090 strain R2/36 has a genome size of 2,153,922 bp
(37). The mass of genomic material was calculated using Equation 3.2 in order to
determine the mass. Since there is only one occurrence of the porA gene in the sequenced
genome, the mass was determined to be per copy of porA instead of per cell.
mass = (2,153,922 bp) (1.096 ∗ 10−21

g
)
bp

g
mass = 2.36 ∗ 10−15
copy 𝑝𝑜𝑟𝐴

As done previously, the mass of the Neisseria gonorrhoeae FA1090 genome was
converted to nanograms before being used to calculate the amount of DNA required per
point on the standard curve. The amount of DNA required to generate the standard curve
is reported in Table 3.3.

Table 3.3 Standard curve calculation for N. gonorrhoeae genomic DNA concentration
porA copy #

DNA (ng)

30,000,000

70.8

3,000,000

7.08

300,000

0.71

30,000

0.07

3,000

0.007
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(2)

The DNA was processed through a qPCR machine and the resulting cycle
threshold values were correlated to the log of the gene copy number. The resulting graph
is shown in Figure 3.21.

Figure 3.21 Standard curve of Neisseria gonorrhoeae gene porA determined by qPCR.
Data shown are averages of n = 3 replicates.
3.3.5 Determining optimal concentration of PMA for vPCR
In order to determine the optimal concentration of PMA to use in viability PCR,
concentrations of 10, 25, 50, 75, 100 μM were used with LED exposure and without
exposure in the presence of partially heat inactivated bacteria (Figure 3.22). Subsequent
Ct values were recorded in Figure 3.21. Based on the statistical analysis of the Ct values,
it appears that 10, 25 and 50 μM concentrations of PMA do not result in statistically
different Ct values which would indicate that the PMA is successfully able to inhibit the
amplification of the gene target. At 75 μM concentration of PMA, it was observed that
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the group treated with the PMA and LED exposure had a statistically larger Ct value
when compared to only the PMA incubation. This suggests that at this concentration, the
PMA is sufficiently concentrated in the reaction mixture that it can be photoactivated by
the LED in order to inhibit the amplification of the porA gene. This trend is also observed
in the 100 μM group. However, with higher concentrations of PMA, the increased Ct
values indicate a decrease in overall available DNA targets. Moving forward, the
concentration of 75 μM will be used as it is the lowest concertation of PMA used that has
an observable effect on the amplification of the gene target in partially inactivated
bacteria.

Figure 3.22 Statistical comparisons of Ct values of partially heat inactivated E. coli at
various concentrations of PMA with and without LED exposure. Hollow columns refer
to lack of 15-minute LED exposure. Solid columns refer to groups receiving the LED
exposure. Samples shown are averages of n = 3 replicates; *** = p-value < 0.001, n.s =
not statistically significant. Statistics were completed in JMP Pro 14.3.0.
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3.3.6 Partial heat inactivation of bacteria to determine detection of live vs. dead bacteria
using PMA
To determine the difference between bacteria that are viable or dying, propidium
monoazide (PMA) was selected in order to reduce amplification of DNA from dead or
dying cells. Initially, E. coli (OD600 = 1.0, ~ 4.8 * 108 cell/mL) was exposed to 70 ºC for
20 minutes in order to decrease the viability of a portion of bacteria in the suspension.
Next, the bacteria were incubated with a final concentration of 50 μM PMA in the dark
for 5 minutes. Following the dark incubation, the bacteria and PMA were exposed to blue
LED for 15 minutes before having genomic material extracted. It was observed that the
pellet of bacterial cells incubated with PMA and photoactivated by LED had a
predominantly red color (the same color as PMA) (Figure 3.24). Following the genomic
extraction, the DNA was amplified using qPCR methods. The resulting amplification
curves of the qPCR are shown in Figure 3.23. As seen in the amplification curves, there
was no apparent difference in amplification between the group receiving no PMA or LED
exposure and the group receiving only the PMA exposure. This shows that with the
addition of the PMA, there was no adverse effect on the amplification of the gene target.
The amplification curve of the PMA and LED exposure group was delayed, indicating a
lower amount of available DNA amplicon target.
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Figure 3.23 qPCR amplification curves of uidA gene comparing PMA incubation with
and without LED activation. Curves are representative of amplification of the uidA gene.
No PMA, no LED (green) curve refers to positive control group containing only DNA.
PMA, no LED (red, hollow) refers to group with DNA receiving incubation with PMA
without LED activation. PMA, LED (red, filled) refers to group with DNA incubated with
PMA receiving LED activation. Curves shown are averages of n = 3 replicates.
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No heat
inactivation

Heat
inactivation

Figure 3.24 Bacterial cell pellet demonstrating a change in color due to PMA binding
DNA from dead or dying cells. Image taken after photoactivation of PMA and after
precipitation of the cells during genomic DNA extraction.

These results were supported by the cycle threshold values of the amplification
curve as seen in Figure 3.25. Cycle threshold values indicate the point at which the
amplification curve increases in fluorescence past the baseline. When comparing the Ct
values, the PMA and LED exposed group was significantly higher when compared to the
control and PMA only treated group (Figure 3.24). These results indicate that as a result
of the PMA and LED exposure, the amplification of the genetic material present from
dead or dying cells was reduced. The results also suggest that incubation with PMA alone
is not sufficient to inhibit the amplification of the amplicon. For interaction between the
PMA and the DNA, LED exposure is required.
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Figure 3.25 Cycle threshold Ct value of E. coli incubated with PMA with and without
DNA exposure. Ct values are averages of n = 3 replicates. *** = <0.0001; ns = no
significance. Statistics were calculated using JMP Pro 14.3.0.

Similarly, N. gonorrhoeae was grown to an OD520 = 1.0 (~1.0*108 CFU/mL) and
exposed to 72 ºC for 20 minutes in order to inactivate a portion of the bacterial culture.
Next, the culture was incubated with PMA in the dark for 5 minutes before being exposed
to blue LED for 15 minutes. After these incubations, the DNA was next amplified using
qPCR methods and the amplification curves were reported in Figure 3.26. The
amplification curves demonstrate the same trend as in the E. coli culture group. The
bacteria receiving the PMA and LED incubation was significantly delayed when
compared with the control group. These results indicate that LED exposure is required for
activation and crosslinking the PMA to the DNA in order to prevent it from being
amplified.
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Figure 3.26 qPCR amplification curves of porA gene comparing PMA incubation with
and without LED activation. Amplification curves are representative of amplification of
the uidA gene. Curves shown are averages of n = 3 replicates.

The Ct values of the amplification curves of the porA amplicon are reported in
Figure 3.26. Evaluation of the Ct values supported that trend observed in the
amplification curves. The PMA and LED incubated group had a statistically significant
increase in Ct value when compared with the control. This further indicates the method of
inhibition of PMA using activation via LED.
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Figure 3.27 Cycle threshold Ct value of N. gonorrhoeae incubated with PMA with and
without DNA exposure. Ct values are averages of n = 3 replicates. *** = <0.0001; ns =
no significance. Statistics were calculated using JMP Pro 14.3.0.

3.3.7 Measuring bacterial viability after incubation with functionalized IONPs and
MagMED exposure
Neisseria gonorrhoeae FA1090 strain R2/36 was grown for 18 hours before being
resuspended in sterile PBS to an OD520 = 1.0 (~1.0*108 CFU/mL). The bacteria were next
transferred to a 1.5 mL Eppendorf tube and inserted into the sample holder of the
MagMED device (Figure 3.7 B). The device was turned on and used to treat the IONPs
and bacterial suspension for 30 minutes. The length of incubation time was selected due
to limitations of maintaining N. gonorrhoeae viability outside of its optimal growth
conditions. The length of time used was based on previous work with gonorrhoeae
exposure to aGM2-IONPs(38).
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During exposure, the temperatures of the sample and the copper coil were
monitored in order to ensure that the temperature did not increase to the point where the
bacteria would be damaged (Figures 3.28 – 3.30). Sample temperature was maintained to
be close to 37⁰C in order to mimic body temperature.

Figure 3.28 Temperatures of N. gonorrhoeae R2/36 or K17/35 and the copper coil
during MagMED exposure. Graphs shown represent Neisseria gonorrhoeae strains
R2/36 or K17/35 exposed to MagMED device. Data shown are averages of n= 3
replicates.

Figure 3.29 Temperatures of N. gonorrhoeae R2/36 or K17/35 treated with Galili-tri
IONPs and copper coil during MagMED exposure. Graphs shown represent Neisseria
gonorrhoeae strains R2/36 or K17/35 treated with Galili-tri - IONPs and exposed to
MagMED device. Data shown are averages of n= 3 replicates.
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Figure 3.30 Temperatures of N. gonorrhoeae R2/36 or K17/35 treated with LacIONPs and copper coil during MagMED exposure. Graphs shown represent Neisseria
gonorrhoeae strains R2/36 or K17/35 treated with Lac-IONPs and exposed to MagMED
device. Data shown are averages of n= 3 replicates.

After incubation with IONPs and exposure to an AMF, the bacterial samples were
removed from the MagMED device and treated with PMA and subsequently
photactivated with the LED aparatus. After photoactivation, the bacterial DNA was
extracted and processed for qPCR. The resulting cycle threshold values are shown in
Figure 3.31 and Figure 3.33. From the cycle threshold values, the number of bacteria
present were calculated from the standard curve and presented in Figure 3.32 and Figure
3.34. Additionally, the cell denisty of bacteria was determined by serial dilution.
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Figure 3.31 Ct values of N. gonorrhoeae FA1090 strain R2/36 after exposure to IONPs
of a concentration of 650 µg/ mL and MagMED treatment for 30 minutes. Data shown
are averages of n = 3 replicates. ** = > 0.001, n.s = no significance.

Statistical comparison of Ct values showed that Neisseria gonorrhoeae FA1090
R2/36 incubated and treated with Galili-tri – IONPs in 30 minutes of MagMED exposure
were statistically increased when compared with the Galili-tri – IONPs treated group.
This indicates a potential reduction in the overall bacterial viability due to the Galili-tri –
IONPs exposure to an AMF. Lac treated R2/36 did not exhibit a significant difference
when comparing the treated group to the control. A similar lack of significant difference
was observed in in the PEG–IONPs treated group.
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Figure 3.32 Calculated log CFU/mL of N. gonorrhoeae R2/36 after exposure to IONPs
and treated with 30 minutes of MagMED. Data shown are averages of n = 3 replicates.
Error bars indicate standard deviation.

Using the cycle threshold values, the number of viable R2/36 cells was calculated
and reported in Figure 3.30. Comparison of the data showed slight reduction in the
overall log number of viable cells in the Galili-tri – IONPs and Lac-IONPs treated
groups. This indicates that there is a potential reduction in overall N. gonorrhoeae
viability as a result of the treatment with the glycan functionalized IONPs.
The N. gonorrhoeae FA1090 strain K17/35 was also treated in the same manner
as the R2/36 strain. K17/35 does not contain Opa proteins or pili and was therefore
hypothesized to not be affected by treatments with functionalized IONPs. After exposure
and treatment in the MagMED system, the K17/35 cells were extracted and processed
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through qPCR. After amplification, the Ct values were reported in Figure 3.31.
Comparisons of treatment groups between exposed and control groups resulted in no
significant difference except a slight significant difference in the Lac group.

Figure 3.33 Ct values of N. gonorrhoeae FA1090 strain K17/35 after exposure to
IONPs of a concentration of 650 µg/ mL and MagMED treatment for 30 minutes. Data
shown are averages of n = 3 replicates. Data shown are averages of n = 3 replicates. * =
> 0.01, n.s = no significance.

Calculation of the log number of viable K17/35 cells was reported in Figure 3.34.
A decrease in the overall log number of bacteria can be observed in the exposed groups
of both the Galili-tri and Lac functionalized IONPs. This reduction in the number of
bacteria indicates that the treatment had a slight effect in reducing the overall number of
bacteria, but not the extent as observed in the R2/36 group.
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Figure 3.34 Calculated log CFU/mL of N. gonorrhoeae K17/35 after exposure to
IONPs and treated with 30 minutes of MagMED. Data shown are averages of n = 3
replicates. Error bars indicate standard deviation, ** = > 0.001, * = > 0.01.

Next, N. gonorrhoeae was treated with aGM2-IONPs in conjucntion with
MagMED exposure. When examining treated N. gonorrhoeae R2/36 and K17/35
utilizing aGM2-IONPs, there was a significant ~1 log reduction in viability demonstrated
when compared with the untreated control group (Figure 3.5). A similar slight reduction
in overall viability was also observed in the K17/35 group, although not to the same
extent. This reduction in bacterial viability as a result of aGM2-IONPs exposure in the
presence of an AMF suggests that aGM2-IONPs be a more suitable candidate moving
forward for the in vivo study.
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Figure 3.35 CFU/mL of N. gonorrhoeae R2/36 and K17/35 after treatment with 650
μg/mL PEG-IONPs or aGM2-IONPs. Green and red columns indicate groups not
exposed to MagMED treatment; instead those groups were incubated at 37 ⁰C and 42 ⁰C
respectively. Data shown are averages of n = 3 replicates. *** = > 0.0001, * = > 0.01.

3.4 Conclusion
IONPs were synthesized, characterized and functionalized with Gal(α1-3)Gal(β14)Glc(β1-1) (Galili-tri), Gal(β1-4)Glc(β1-1) (Lac), or GalNAc(β1-4)Gal(β1-4)Glc-NAcpropargyl) (aGM2) and evaluated for their interaction with N. gonorrhoeae FA1090.
Results showed that the Lac- and Galili-tri-IONPs under the current testing parameters,
i.e., nanoparticle concentration and nanoparticle to bacteria ratio, were not sufficient in
inducing the agglomeration of either Neisseria gonorrhoeae FA1090 strain K17/35 or
strain R2/36 when examined under fluorescence microscopy. In contrast, statistically
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significant agglomeration of the R2/36 strain was observed with the aGM2 glycan, which
indicated better affinity between the aGM2 functional group and N. gonorrhoeae FA1090
(opa+, pili+) strain.
In addition, there was non-significant reduction in overall bacterial viability when
exposed to the Galili-tri or Lac functionalized nanoparticles combined with AMF
treatment when compared with functionalized IONPs treatment alone. This limited
efficacy in reducing viability concurs with the lack of significant increase in bacterial
agglomeration as a result of treatment with functionalized IONPs, indicating the minimal
interaction between the Galili-tri- and Lac- IONPs and N. gonorrhoeae. By comparison,
the aGM2-IONPs demonstrated a significant increase in agglomeration combined with a
1-log reduction in overall bacterial viability after exposure to 30 minutes of AMF.
Unfortunately, further optimization of the interaction between functionalized IONPs and
N. gonorrhoeae was hindered due to the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic. Supply chain issues
and material availability prevented timely optimization of the interaction between the
IONPs and N. gonorrhoeae. However, while further optimization of the process is
needed, the results of the aGM2-IONPs agglomeration and MagMED exposure
demonstrated the ability of this treatment to work in vitro.
qPCR for the quantification of viable bacteria utilizing photoactivated PMA was
refined and tested against both E. coli and N. gonorrhoeae and demonstrated to be
effective in detection of partially inactivated bacteria. At 75 μM, PMA did not appear to
have adverse effects on DNA amplification. Once activated however, demonstrable
differences were observed between the control and PMA treated groups. This shows the
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utility of using PMA as an inhibitor for the detection of viable bacteria. Due to the
fastidious nature of Neisseria and its inability to remain viable outside of its strict growth
requirements, few other options currently exist in order to measure bacterial viability
after treatment with the MagMED device (39, 40). This technique serves to enable
accurate quantification of N. gonorrhoeae and serves as a tool for future experimentation.
Based on the results of this aim, it is concluded that the Galili-tri and Lac glycans
selected for investigation were able to slightly reduce the overall bacterial viability when
exposed to an AMF in the MagMED system. However, the reduction in overall viability
was not sufficient to reduce the viability logarithmically to represent a statistically
significant method of inactivation of N. gonorrhoeae. In comparison, aGM2-IONPs were
able to significantly reduce the bacterial viability of R2/36 bacteria when compared with
controls.
Moving forward, future research needs to establish a few items. First, further
refinement of the nanoparticle to bacteria ratio should be conducted. Concentrations of
IONPs higher and lower than 650 μg/ mL should be used to treat N. gonorrhoeae and
then the results compared with the reduction of viability observed at 650 μg/ mL shown
here to identify the optimal nanoparticle to cell ratio for effective formation of
aggregates. Next, PEG surface coating and optimization of the number of glycan groups
should be investigated by mathematically calculating the theoretical number of glycan
groups present on the surface of the IONPs and adjusting the click chemistry reaction
parameters to either increase or decrease the number. This number of glycan binding sites
could influence the likelihood of N. gonorrhoeae – IONPs interaction.
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Additionally, the duration of the MagMED treatment could potentially be
increased from the current 30 minutes by further stabilizing N. gonorrhoeae through
switching the currentcell suspension buffer from PBS to liquid growth media containing
sodium bicarbonate (a reducing agent) as a protection from O2. These changes may allow
for increased stability of the bacteria for investigation with MagMED treatment.
Investigations of other, potentially higher affinity glycans recognized by N. gonorrhoeae,
such as α1-2 mannobiose, α1-3 mannobiose, and α1-3, α1-3, α1-6 mannopentaose could
be used to functionalized IONPs and compare the results to the overall viability reduction
observed in aGM2-IONPs (41).
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CHAPTER FOUR
EVALUATION OF GLYCAN FUNCTIONALIZED NANOPARTICLE TREATMENT
EFFICACY IN AN IN VIVO BALB/C MOUSE MODEL AND COMPARISON TO A
CONVENTIONAL ANTIBIOTIC TREATMENT MODEL
4.1 Introduction
Functionalized nanoparticles have been long utilized for their variability in
purpose and design with regards to drug delivery and medicine (1). Nanoparticles can be
used in specific functions such as targeted gene delivery (2), targeted drug delivery (3, 4),
and targeted cancer therapy (5). Other functions include medical imaging where
nanoparticles can serve as contrast agents and labeled probes (6, 7). Certain subgroups of
these surface functionalized nanoparticles have been developed and researched in order
to manipulate the magnetic properties of their inorganic metal cores (8–10). These
magnetic properties allow for the nanoparticles to be manipulated through different
methods of excitation, but also allow for external manipulation of their magnetic fields
when introduced into in vitro or in vivo environments (11, 12).
Historically, mouse models are one of the standard tools for pre-clinical drug
trials. Mice provide a relatively inexpensive means by which to analyze the effect
potential drug candidates have on mammalian hosts (13). As a result, mice have been
used as models for a range of disease states and infections, such as urinary tract infection
causing E. coli, ALS, Parkinson’s disease (14–16). Diseases posing immediate threats to
global public health are often investigated using such models. Mice have been used for
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STI infections such as chlamydia, syphilis and HIV; all of which present an immediate
threat to human health (17). The purpose for utilizing mice as a model for studying STI
infection is due to the similarity of the mammalian immune system to that of humans.
Additionally, for therapeutics to reach human use they are required to include animal
models before seeking FDA approval (18). This allows scientists to determine potential
effects and interactions between disease causing agents and the host, and how pathogens
are able to circumvent host defenses.
Neisseria gonorrhoeae, causative agent of the disease gonorrhea, is an obligate
and fastidious organism that has strict nutrient requirements and growth conditions (19).
In vitro culturing of N. gonorrhoeae requires specific growth media and temperatures of
37⁰C with a 5% CO2 atmosphere. When N. gonorrhoeae is removed from incubation
temperatures resembling that of a human host, the viability of the bacteria begins to
rapidly decrease which presents significant difficulty in handling, designing, and
executing experiments (20).
For an in vivo system, few models of N. gonorrhoeae infection have been
investigated. Historically, researchers have utilized a chimpanzee model for gonorrhoeae
infection, due to the biological similarities shared between humans and primates (21, 22).
However, due to the expense and restriction of utilizing chimpanzees, other animals and
even a human model have been investigated. A female mouse model of gonorrhoeae
infection was proposed as a relatively quick and inexpensive model for investigating the
mechanisms involved in the establishment and proliferation of a gonococcal infection
(23, 24). Female Balb/c mice are treated with a subdermal implantation of a slow-release
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17β-estradiol pellet which causes them to remain in a stage of the estrus cycle allowing
for overgrowth of bacteria. This halting of the estrus cycle allows for the establishment of
a N. gonorrhoeae infection. Without supplementation of estradiol, the infection with N.
gonorrhoeae fails to become established due to the natural shedding of the vaginal
epithelial lining (25).
Magnetic hyperthermia is the process by which an external magnetic field is
applied to magnetic nanoparticles to cause them to release heat in a localized manner.
Hyperthermia has been utilized to treat cancer through the localized increase in heat to
the target cells, causing cellular damage (26). This method of treatment has been utilized
in conjunction with carboxydextran coated IONPs to target gastric cancer in mice.
Results showed that the targeted cancer was reduced and that the treatment of the mice
did not result in abnormal structural changes to mouse internal organs which suggests the
safety of this method of treatment (27). Another method of external magnetic exposure is
alternating current magnetic field (AMF). This process uses a similar exposure method as
magnetic hyperthermia, which changes based on the field applied and the overall
diameter of the nanoparticle. This changes the result of the exposure from heat release in
hyperthermia to mechanical energy in AMF, meaning that with AMF there is no localized
increase in temperature, but rather only movement of the nanoparticle. The process is
known as magnetically mediated energy delivery or MagMED.
Previously, our lab has demonstrated that we could successfully establish a N.
gonorrhoeae infection in female Balb/c mice (28). In addition, the MagMED system has
been shown to have no adverse effect on mice when exposed (28). Furthermore, our lab
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has demonstrated the biocompatibility of glycan functionalized IONPs in vitro (29). In
this study, these two elements have been combined with the addition of magnetic
GalNAcβ1-4Galβ1-4Glc-NAc-propargyl (aGM2) glycan functionalized IONPs for
specific targeting and inactivation of N. gonorrhoeae FA1090. We hypothesize that by
combining the MagMED system with magnetic, functionalized IONPs specific for
targeting and inactivating N. gonorrhoeae in an in vivo system, we will be able to
observe a reduction in detectable bacteria in an infection of N. gonorrhoeae.

4.2 Materials and Methods
4.2.1 Nanoparticle core synthesis
Iron oxide nanoparticle (IONPs) cores were synthesized following a one pot
thermal decomposition method. In brief, 1.059 g of precursor iron acetylacetonate was
weighed out and combined with 15 mL of oleic acid in a three necked round bottom
flask. Next, the flask was purged with nitrogen gas and placed into a metal bath. The
solution was mixed and continuously purged with nitrogen for 3.5 hours while the metal
bath was maintained at 375⁰C. After the time passed, the flask was removed from the
metal bath and the nitrogen purge was stopped. The flask was allowed to cool and rest
overnight in order to oxidize. The following day, the iron oxide nanoparticle solution was
removed from the flask using hexanes and separated into 4 different 50 mL centrifuge
tubes (approximately 3 - 5 mL of solution was added to each of the centrifuge tubes). The
cores were then washed in order to remove the excess oleic acid and unreacted precursor.
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This was completed by adding a 1:1 solution of ethanol: acetone to the centrifuge tubes,
vortexing and then centrifuging the tubes for 5 minutes at 10,000 rpm. This washing was
repeated an additional two times. After the final ethanol:acetone wash, the particles were
resuspended in chloroform. The IONPs were then imaged with TEM in order to analyze
the size distribution of the cores diameter and confirm the relative monodispersity of the
reaction.

4.2.2 Transmission electron micrograph of IONPs
TEM images of the IONPs were taken on a Hitachi HT7830 UHR 120kV TEM
(Electron Microscopy Facility, Pendleton, SC). The images were then processed using
ImageJ (NIH, USA) and analyzed using the “analyze particles” function. Statistical
analysis of the size distribution and resulting graphs were generated using Minitab
software (Minitab 19).

4.2.3 Concentration determination of IONPs
The concentration of the IONPs synthesized in the previous step was determined
spectrophotometrically. To start, 200 µL of IONPs was added to a 20 mL glass
scintillation vial which was then placed in a 500 °C furnace overnight to burn off excess
organic material. The following day, 10 drops of concentrated HCl (12.1 N) was added to
the vial in order to dissolve additional organic material. After approximately 30 seconds,
10 mL of DI H2O was added to the vial. This solution was labeled as the stock solution of
the sample. Next, a series of centrifuge tubes were prepared by pipetting 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0
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and 2.5 mL of stock solution into separate tubes. The volumes of each tube was increased
to 7 mL using DI H2O. Next, 0.2 mL of 10% hydroxylamine hydrochloride was added to
each tube before being inverted to mix. Following mixing, 0.5 mL of 1,10-phenanthroline
was pipetted into each tube and then inverted to mix. Subsequently, 0.5 mL of
ammonium acetate acetic acid was added to the tubes and inverted to mix. The volume of
each of the centrifuge tubes were increased to a total volume of 10 mL using DI H2O.
The samples were then individually read in a UV/Vis spectrophotometer to determine the
diluted concentration of iron in the sample. From this calculation, it is possible to
determine the amount of Fe3O4 present in the original starting sample.

4.2.4 Synthesis of azide-PEG-dopamine polymer
Reactive ethylene oxide was first injected into a high-pressure Parr (Moline, IL)
reactor with Na-benzophenone suspended in dehydrated tetrahydrofuran (THF) and the
anionic initiator potassium stabilized bistrimethyl silyl amide. The reactor was run until
the polymer reached an approximate molecular weight of 4,000 kDa (~ 48 hours). The
reaction was ceased via the addition of methane sulfonyl chloride and dry triethylamine.
After the addition, the reaction was completely ceased by opening the still to the
atmosphere. The polymer was filtered first in order to remove large particulates by
running the solution through a Buschner funnel 3 times. The filtered solution was then
rotary evaporated in order to remove THF and concentrate the overall solution. When
approximately 20 mL of solution remained, the polymer was then precipitated from
solution using ice cold diethyl ether and then centrifuging at 16,800 rcf for 10 minutes.
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The supernatant was discarded, and then the precipitate was resuspended in ~2 - 3 mL of
chloroform and ~45 mL of ice-cold diethyl ether before again being centrifuged for 10
minutes. This was repeated an additional 2 times before the precipitate was dried
overnight under vacuum to remove any residual solvent. Next, the vacuum dried polymer
was then analyzed using H-NMR. After analysis, this polymer was combined with a
slight molar excess of sodium azide in still dried THF under an inert (N2) atmosphere.
This mixture was stirred overnight at room temperature. The polymer solution was next
mixed with chloroform before precipitation with ice-cold diethyl ether and centrifugation
as stated previously. The precipitation step was repeated an additional two times before
the polymer was dried overnight under vacuum. The polymer was analyzed using HNMR to confirm the presence of the azide group and was then reacted to remove the bistrimethyl protective group. This was done by suspending the polymer in methanol and
slowly adding 10 drops of HCl to the solution while mixing. This reaction was allowed to
continue overnight before being diluted with DI H2O and then removed from the
methanol solution through the addition of chloroform. Chloroform was added before the
solution was poured into a separatory funnel. The separatory funnel was mixed and then
the appropriate layer containing the polymer in chloroform was removed and precipitated
with diethyl ether before being dried overnight under vacuum for H-NMR. After the
confirmation of the removal of the bis-trimethyl silyl group, the polymer was reacted
with a slight excess of polyacrylic acid (PAA). The deprotected PEG polymer and PAA
was dissolved together in dry N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF) at a 5:1 ratio.
Additionally, a 1:1 ratio of both (N-(3 dimethylaminopropyl)-N’-ethylcarodiimide
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hydrochloride (EDC) and N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) was added to the solution. This
reaction was then mixed overnight before it was ceased and the polymer was precipitated
using diethyl ether and the solution centrifuged at 10,000 rpm. This was repeated two
additional times before the precipitated polymer was dried overnight for H-NMR
confirmation of the PAA attachment. The PAA-PEG polymer was then dissolved in DMF
with 1:1 ratios of both EDC and NHS. Separately, dopamine hydrochloride and
triethylamine were combined at a 1:1 ratio in dry DMF. These two solutions were mixed
separately for 30 minutes under an inert atmosphere before being combined and mixed
overnight. After the polymer was dried, it was analyzed by H-NMR for confirmation of
the dopamine group attachment (Figure 4.1).

4.2.5 Ligand reaction between IONPs and synthesized PEG
IONPs characterized and determined to be of ~22 nm in diameter were suspended
in chloroform in order to attach the synthesized heterobifunctional PEG. The PEG was
separately suspended in chloroform and distributed between four 10 mL syringes. The
IONPs were distributed between 4 different 20 mL scintillation vials, capped with a
rubber septum and placed into a sonicating water bath. Over the course of 1 hour, the
polymer solution was injected every 15 minutes into the IONPs solution while sonicating.
After the hour had passed, the vials were removed from the sonicator and placed on an
orbital rocker and allowed to shake for at least 72 hours. The solutions were then
combined, and the chloroform removed using a rotary evaporator. The particles were
washed with hexanes in order to remove unreacted particles and polymer. The particles
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were again dried and then resuspended in DI H2O and sonicated in order to aid in the
resuspension of the particles. The particles were first filtered through a 0.2 um filter
before centrifugal filtering through 50 kDa filters. Filtration was completed in order to
remove excess polymer and to ensure that large agglomerates of IONPs were not present
(Figure 4.1).
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Figure 4.1 aGM2 reaction overview. 1) Bistrimethyl silyl amide reacted with ethylene
oxide in high pressure Parr reactor 2) terminating the structure with methane sulfonyl
chloride 3) addition of azide group 4) deprotection of the polymer via removal of the
bistrimethyl silyl group 5) reacting polyethylene glycol with polyacrylic acid 6) addition
of dopamine linker group 7) ligand reaction between PEG and IONP core 8) click
chemistry reaction adding aGM2 glycan to the PEG-IONPs

4.2.6 Click chemistry of glycan to PEG-IONPs
PEG-IONPs were surface functionalized with the glycan GalNAc(β1-4)Gal(β14)Glc-NAc-propargyl (aGM2, Elicityl, France) (30). First, equal molar amounts of a 2%
solution Cu(II) sulfate and THPTA were combined in DI H2O and mixed for 10 minutes.
Next, PEG-IONPs in DI H2O were combined with the Cu(II) sulfate and THPTA solution
before aGM2 was added. After the combination of solutions, a 10% aqueous solution of
(+)-sodium L-ascorbate was added. The reaction was left mixing overnight at room
temperature. The following day, the solution was purified using centrifugation in order to
remove unreacted glycan (Figure 4.1).

4.2.7 Neisseria gonorrhoeae culturing
The gonorrhea used in this study is Neisseria gonorrhea FA1090 strain R2/36
which expresses both opacity proteins (Opa) and functional pili, and N. gonorrhoeae
FA1090 strain K17/35 which lacks the expression of both Opa and pili (Figure 4.2 &
4.3). These strains were generously donated by Dr. Hank Seifert from Northwestern
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Medical University. N. gonorrhoeae was grown on ATCC Medium: 814 GC Agar using
GC agar base (Becton Dickenson 228950) supplemented with Dried Bovine Hemoglobin
(Becton Dickenson 212392) and IsoVitalex (Becton Dickenson 211876). The bacteria
were incubated on GC agar in 5% CO2 at 37°C. Gonorrhea was used 18-24 hours after
being inoculated onto a GC plate in order to ensure maximum viability (19).

Figure 4.2 Colony morphology of Neisseria gonorrhoeae cultured on GC agar. A)
Neisseria gonorrhoeae FA1090 strain R2/36 (opa+, pili+). B) Neisseria gonorrhoeae
FA1090 strain K17/35 (opa-, pili-).

A suspension of N. gonorrhea was prepared by mixing 18 - 24 hour old N.
gonorrhoeae in sterile PBS to an OD520 = 1.0. This resulted in a solution of N.
gonorrhoeae at a concentration of ~1.0*106 CFU/mL.
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Figure 4.3 Colony morphology of Neisseria gonorrhoeae cultured on GC agar
observed under stereo microscope at 12.5x magnification. A) Neisseria gonorrhoeae
FA1090 strain R2/36 (opa+, pili+ ). B) Neisseria gonorrhoeae FA1090 strain K17/35
(opa-, pili-).

4.2.8 Neisseria gonorrhoeae transformation with pCmGFP plasmid
Neisseria gonorrhoeae is a naturally highly competent organism and has a
documented history of rapid evolution and horizontal gene transfer (31). As such, genetic
manipulation of N. gonorrhoeae in easily accomplished in lab using the spot
transformation method.N. gonorrhoeae FA1090 strain R2/36 was transformed with
plasmid pCmGFP encoding the GFP proteins (Figure 4.4). N. gonorrhoeae was first
cultured on GC agar for 18 hours at 37⁰C with 5% CO2. A new, pre-warmed plate of GC
agar was marked to indicate the regions of the plate that would contain a medium density
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of growing N. gonorrhoeae when plated onto the agar using the streak plate method. This
was done to ensure that when the exogenous plasmid was added to the plate, the region
where plasmid interacted with bacteria would have the appropriate concentration of
bacterial cells. After streaking the plate following the streak plate method, 10 µL of
purified pCmGFP was dropped onto quadrant three of the plate. This quadrant typically
contains moderate to low growth of bacteria (Figure 4.5).
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Figure 4.4 pCmGFP plasmid map. Highlight’s location of GFP gene downstream of a
tac promoter and chloramphenicol resistance (CmR) gene under the control of the lac
operon downstream of another tac promoter. Plasmid map was generated in SnapGene.

After allowing the plasmid to interact with the bacteria and soak into the plate for
30 minutes, the petri dish was inverted and incubated overnight at 37⁰C with 5% CO2.
Growth from quadrant three was then removed using a sterile inoculating loop and
streaked onto a selective GC agar plate containing chloramphenicol (25 µg/mL) before
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incubation for a further 18 hours. At the end of this incubation, growing colonies were
further analyzed using the score plate method in order to confirm that the transformation
of the bacteria had indeed taken place (32). After score plating, wet mount slides were
made and the bacteria analyzed for GFP expression using the Motic AE31 inverted
fluorescent microscope with a FITC filter cube. Colonies exhibiting fluorescence were
then frozen at -80 ºC for storage in 25% glycerol.

Figure 4.5 N. gonorrhoeae growing on GC agar demonstrating the quadrant
streak method. Numbers denote quadrants of growth on the plate.

4.2.9 aGM2-IONPs induced agglomeration of N. gonorrhoeae
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Neisseria gonorrhoeae FA1090 strain R2/36 (opa+, pili+) and strain K17/35 (opa, pili-) were grown on Graham’s chocolate agar supplemented with IsovitaleX™ (Becton
Dickenson BBL™) in a 37⁰C incubator with 5% CO2 injection. The bacteria were grown
for 18-20 hours before the colonies were removed from the agar and suspended in sterile
PBS (pH 7.4) to an OD520 = 1.0 (~1.0*108 CFU/mL). The bacterial suspension was rested
to allow agglomerates to settle in order to exclude large pre-existing agglomerations of
bacteria from being treated. 650 μg/mL of aGM2-IONPs was added to the culture and the
suspension was mixed gently at 37⁰C for 30 minutes. After the incubation, 10 μL of
bacterial suspension was placed on a glass slide and prepared according to the hanging
drop method. The slide was imaged using a Motic AE-31 inverted fluorescent
microscope with a FITC filter cube. All images were analyzed with ImageJ 1.53c (NIH,
USA).

4.2.10 Drug release suppository mold
With the goal of utilizing functionalized IONPs in a mouse model, a consistent
and localized delivery of the functionalized IONPs to the reproductive tract is required.
To ensure consistent delivery of IONPs to the reproductive tract, suppository materials
were investigated for their ability to be loaded with IONPs and their subsequent release in
physiological conditions.
Using computer modelling software (FreeCAD version 0.19), a suppository mold
was designed and printed using a 3D printer (TOYDIY 4 in 1, EcubMaker). The
suppository was designed with a tapered point that widened towards the other end giving
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an approximate trapezoid shape (Figure 4.6). The purpose of the suppository shape was
to aid in ease of insertion into the vaginal tract of the mice and for retention in the
reproductive tract while the suppository material dissolved in place. This would ensure
the appropriate release of IONPs loaded into the material directly to the reproductive tract
in a localized manner.

Figure 4.6 Software representation of the suppository mold. Left, the top of the mold.
Right, the bottom of the mold. Center, the approximate shape of the suppository formed
from the mold. Mold designed in FreeCAD version 0.19.

4.2.11 IONPs release studies from suppository materials
To accurately deliver IONPs in a localized fashion, quantification of the release
rate of the IONPs is crucial for selection of the appropriate suppository material. First,
PEG-IONPs were aliquoted into 1.5 mL Eppendorf tubes and frozen overnight prior to
lyophilization. After lyophilizing for ~12 hours, PEG-IONPs of 50, 150, 250 and 500 μg
were next mixed with 0.2 mL of Estrace® Cream (AbbVie, Lake Bluff, IL), 0.2 mL
liquefied cocoa butter or loaded into gelatin capsules (size 4, BulkSupplements.com).
After loading the respective suppository materials, the suppositories were allowed to rest
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overnight in order to give time for the cocoa butter to solidify. The materials were tested
for sterility by dissolving in PBS and streaking onto TSA and GC agar before overnight
incubation at 37⁰C.
Next, suppositories were tested for their ability to dissolve in vaginal conditions
and release IONPs. Sterile PBS (pH 6.6) was pre-warmed at 37⁰C, then 10 mL of PBS
was aliquoted into 20 mL glass scintillation vials. Suppository materials were added to
the vials and then gently mixed during incubation at 37⁰C for 20 minutes. At 0, 5, 10, 15,
and 20 minutes, 200 μL of the volume was removed in order to analyze the iron
concentration of the solution.

4.2.12 IONPs release from hydrophilic suppository materials
PEG-IONPs were lyophilized as stated previously at concentrations of 50, 150,
250 and 500 μg. The lyophilized nanoparticles were mixed with melted PEG (3350 MW),
PEG (8000 MW), a 1:1 mixture of PEG (3350 & 8000 MW) and liquefied glycerinated
gelatin. All suppository materials were sterilized by autoclaving prior to mixing with
PEG-IONPs. Sterility was confirmed by dissolution in PBS (pH 6.6) and then inoculation
onto TSA and GC agar. Plates were incubated overnight and then examined for growth.
The suppository materials were examined for the time it would take for the
materials to completely dissolve under acidic vaginal conditions. 0.2 mL of each material
was added to 5 mL of pre-warmed 37 °C PBS (pH 6.6). Dissolution of the materials was
monitored until the materials were completely dissolved into the PBS.
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4.2.13 ME-180 cell culturing for suppository toxicity test
The materials were next monitored for their potential toxicity in vitro. ME-180
human epithelial cells (ATCC ME-180 HTB-33™) were grown in McCoy’s 5a Modified
Medium (ATCC 30-2007) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum and 1%
penicillin/streptomycin solution incubated at 37⁰C with a 5% CO2 atmosphere. Cells were
grown to ~90% confluency before being seeded into a 12 well plate at a concentration of
5.0*105 cells/well. Cells were incubated overnight to allow for adherence before being
treated with 0.2 ml of suppository materials. After 24 hours of incubation, the culture
media was removed and an MTS assay (CellTiter 96® Aqueous One Solution Cell
Proliferation Assay, Promega, USA) was performed. The 12 well plate was read in a
spectrophotometer (Synergy Hybrid H1, Biotek®).

4.2.14 RAW 264.7 cell culturing
RAW 264.7 cells were cultured in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagles’s Medium (ATCC
30-2002) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum and 1% penicillin/streptomycin at
an atmosphere of 37⁰C with 5% CO2. Cells were grown to 90% confluency before being
removed from the culture flask using a cell scraper, counted using a hemocytometer and
adjusting the concentration of the cells to 2.0*104 cells/mL before being added to an 8chamber glass slide. The cells were incubated overnight with 50, 100 and 500 μg/mL
PEG-IONPs in DMEM. After the incubation, the culture media and IONPs were removed
and the cells rinsed 2 times with sterile PBS. The cells were then stained using the
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Gomori’s blue iron stain. Following staining, the cells were imaged using a Motic AE-31
microscope.

4.2.15 Pilot Study 1 – confirmation of the mouse model
First, to utilize an animal model for investigation of the MagMED treatment
efficacy, the ability to establish, confirm, and monitor a consistent N. gonorrhoeae
infection is required. Balb/c mice were selected as they have been previously
demonstrated for their susceptibility to infection by N. gonorrhoeae when first treated
with estradiol (Jerse, 2011).
15 female Balb/c mice (Charles River Laboratories) from six to eight weeks of
age and approximately 16-18 g in weight were used for this study. Mice were housed for
one week prior to the start of the trial in order to acclimate the mice to their new
environment and to confirm that the mice used in this study were healthy before
proceeding. Starting on day one, and continuing through the end of the study, the health
of the mice was visually monitored daily. General health was observed through the use of
an infrared thermometer in order to capture their external temperature, daily weights of
the mice, and visual observation of the overall self-grooming and lethargy of the mice. At
the end of the seven-day acclimation period, the mice were randomly split into three
groups that were housed separately and denoted as Group 1, Group 2 and Group 3. The
different groups received specific treatments. Group 1 received an intravaginal
inoculation of N. gonorrhoeae and no additional treatments. Next, Group 2 served as the
control group with no bacterial inoculation or treatment. Finally, Group 3 received an
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intravaginal inoculation of N. gonorrhoeae, which when established, was followed by an
intraperitoneal injection of ceftriaxone (300 µg in 100 µL) once daily for 5 days. After
the duration of the treatments were completed, the mice were euthanized and their livers,
kidneys, spleens and reproductive tracts were removed for histological analysis.

4.2.16 Sub-dermal implantation of 17β-estradiol pellet
Before treating the mice, all 15 mice were individually examined through
intravaginal swabs to determine what stage of their estrus cycle. Swabs were wetted with
sterile PBS (pH 6.6) and gently inserted into the vagina of anesthetized mice. The swabs
were gently rolled clockwise and counterclockwise before being removed and rolled onto
the surface of a clean glass slide. The slides were next air dried and then stained with
crystal violet solution for 1 minute before being dipped in DI H2O for 1 minute followed
by a second 1-minute DI H2O wash. The slides were gently dabbed with a paper towel to
remove excess water before being air-dried and examined underneath a microscope.
When the mice were determined to reach the diestrus stage of their cycle, they were
implanted with a 5 mg 21-day slow release 17β-estradiol pellet (Innovative Research of
America Sarasota, Fl). The pellet was inserted sub-dermally at the base of the neck
(Figure 4.7).
First, the neck of individual mice was shaved in order to remove excess hair and
to make the incision site clear for implantation. The neck was then swabbed with iodine,
and then a small incision was made at the base of the neck. The incision was opened
further, and the 17β-estradiol pellet inserted into the incision. The wound was then held
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closed with a stainless-steel clip. The clip was removed after 5 days or after the incision
had healed. To confirm that the estrus cycle was stalled in the pro-estrus stage, mice were
swabbed intravaginally 2 days post-pellet implantation. This stage of the estrus cycle
allows for efficient infection by N. gonorrhoeae.

Figure 4.7 Demonstration of successful 17β-estradiol pellet implantation. A-C)
Implantation of slow release 17β-estradiol pellet in three separate female (6-8 week)
Balb/c mice. Red arrows indicate the pellet resting underneath the skin of the mouse at
the base of the neck. The incision was closed with a stainless-steel clip to prevent
reopening.

4.2.17 Establishment and monitoring of mouse infection
Mice were anesthetized with isoflurane and Group 1 and 3 were inoculated
intravaginally using 20 μL of N. gonorrhea suspension (OD520 = 1.0). Group 2 received
no inoculum to act as control. All groups were housed for 10 days post-inoculation with
their general health observed and monitored daily. Vaginal swabs of the mice were taking
on days 3, 5, 7 and 10 post infection. The swabs were cultured on selective GC-VCNTS
Thayer-Martin agar (Hardy Diagnostics E30) and on TSA plates. Plates were incubated at
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37 ⁰ºC for 24 hours and visually inspected to confirm presence or absence of N.
gonorrhoeae. At 10 days post inoculation, the mice were sacrificed, and their liver,
kidneys, spleens and reproductive tracts were harvested for histological examination.

4.2.18 Organ removal and processing
Mice were asphyxiated with CO2 and cervically dislocated before vertical
incisions were made along the abdomen. The skin was reflected laterally from the
midline and the spleen, liver, kidneys and reproductive tract were removed and weighed
before being individually placed into a 10% formalin solution for storage. The organs
were left in the 10% formalin for at least 24 hours before the tissues were processed.
The organs were removed from the 10% formalin solution and placed into
histology cassettes for processing. The tissues were then processed in a sequence of
washes that consisted of formalin, 80%, 90% and 100% ethanol and xylenes which was
then finished with a wash in paraffin. Tissues were then removed and prepped for
embedding. Each tissue segment was removed from its cassette and embedded in paraffin
in the orientation that would allow for clean microtoming and to give the clearest insight
into the target locations within the tissues. After the samples were embedded in the
paraffin blocks, they were allowed to cool overnight at 4 °C to ensure that they would be
solid enough for microtoming.
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4.2.19 Microtoming mounted histological samples
Blocks containing the samples were placed into the microtome individually and
sectioned at a thickness of 5 microns per slice. 4-5 slices were placed onto a glass slide
using a hot water bath. The finished slides were then carefully blotted dry and placed on a
heated 56 °C surface for 30 minutes to adhere the slices of sample/paraffin to the slide.
After the time passed, the slides were placed in a 50 °C incubator for 24 hours to
completely dehydrate the slides. After a 24-hour incubation, the slides were kept
indefinitely at room temperature until being stained.

4.2.20 Hemotoxylin and eosin (H+E) staining
The histology slides were stained through a modified Richard-Allen staining
protocol (33). Slides were deparaffinized in 100% xylenes and then rehydrated through a
decreasing concentration of ethanol washes. The slides were rinsed with tap and then
distilled water and stained with Hematoxylin for 8 minutes. The slides were then rinsed
again in tap water before being rinsed with a clarifier to remove excess hematoxylin.
Clarifier was rinsed off and then the slides were stained with bluing reagent. Slides were
rinsed with water and then 95% ethanol before being stained with eosin. After the eosin,
the samples were dehydrated through a series of increasing ethanol washes before being
finally rinsed with xylenes. The slides were then removed from the xylenes and mounted
with a coverslip.
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4.2.21 Methyl green- pyronin staining
Methyl Green-Pyronin stain was used in order to stain for large concentrations of
RNA which would indicate the presence of rapidly dividing bacteria (34). Slides were
first deparaffinized through the same procedure as mentioned before and then rehydrated
in deionized water. Slides were stained with Methyl Green-Pyronin (Sigma-Aldrich Cat.
No. HT7016) and then rinsed with tap water. Slides were then dehydrated and cleared
through a series of washes, first in actetone, then a 1:1 acetone:xylenes solution, and
finally xylenes. The slides were immediately mounted with mounting media and a glass
coverslip once removed from the last xylenes rinse.

4.2.22 Gomori’s iron stain
Gomori’s iron stain is used to show the relative abundance of ferric iron present in
a histological sample (35). Histological samples to be stained were first deparaffinized by
immersion in xylenes and subsequently treated with a gradual rehydration through a
decreasing % of ethanol before immersion in DI H2O. A 1:1 solution of 20%
hydrochloric acid was mixed with a 10% potassium ferrocyanide solution immediately
prior to staining. The solution was next applied to the histology slides and the slides were
stained for a total of 30 minutes. After the staining was completed, the slides were rinsed
with DI H2O. A 0.1% nuclear fast red counterstain was applied to the slides for 5
minutes. Again, the slides were rinsed with DI H2O before being dehydrated with 95%
ethanol, 100% ethanol and finally xylenes. The slides were then mounted using mounting
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media before having a glass coverslip applied. The slides were allowed to set overnight
before imaging.

4.2.23 Imaging of histological samples
The mounted samples were imagined on an inverted binocular microscope (Motic
AE-31) at 100x, 200x, and 400x magnification respectively. Scale bars were added post
image capture with ImageJ software (NIH, USA).

4.2.24 Pilot Study 2 – treatment of mice with IONPs and MagMED treatment
After the establishment of the mouse model, treatments using IONPs with
MagMED exposure can be compared with a conventional antibiotic treatment method.
This pilot study allows for the investigation of the safety and impact of the functionalized
IONPs and the MagMED exposure in the Balb/c mice. 18 Balb/c female mice were
purchased (Charles River Laboratories) at 6 – 8 weeks of age. Prior to the start of the
study, the mice were housed at the animal facility for 1 week in order to allow them to
acclimate to the space. After the acclimation period, the mice were separated into 5
groups of 3 mice each (Table 4.1). The remaining 3 mice were individually added to
Groups 3, 4, and 5. Group 1 was designated the control group and received no form of
treatment. Group 2 mice were implanted with 17β-Estradiol pellets and inoculated with
N. gonorrhoeae. Group 3 mice were implanted with 17β-Estradiol pellets, infected with
N. gonorrhoeae and then treated with intraperitoneal ceftriaxone infections (300 μg in
100 μL) starting day 5 post-infection. Group 4 mice were implanted with 17β-Estradiol
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pellets, infected with N. gonorrhoeae and then treated with 650 μg/gram reproductive
tract of aGM2-IONPs. Finally, Group 5 mice were implanted with 17β-Estradiol pellets,
infected with N. gonorrhoeae and then treated with 650 μg/gram reproductive tract of
aGM2-IONPs and exposed to a 22 kA/m magnetic field for 30 minutes (Figure 4.8).

Figure 4.8 Overview of MagMED device and AMF treatment. A) MagMED device B)
Close up image of copper coil and mouse bed with mouse under anesthesia. C) Alternate
view of anesthetized mouse resting in copper coil during treatment.
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Table 4.1 Overview of Pilot 2 Mouse Trial

Group 1
(3 mice)
Group 2
(3 mice)
Group 3
(4 mice)
Group 4
(4 mice)
Group 5
(4 mice)

17βEstradiol
pellet
implanted

N.
gonorrhoeae
infection

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Ceftriaxone
injection

aGM2
MagMED
treatment exposure

X

X

4.3 Results and Discussion
4.3.1 IONPs and PEG synthesis and characterization
Iron oxide nanoparticle cores were synthesized following thermal decomposition
protocols as previously described (36). Cores were synthesized, washed with alcohols
and imaged with TEM in order to complete a size distribution analysis (Figure 4.9).
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Figure 4.9 Transmission electron imaging of synthesized and cleaned IONPs prior to
reaction with polyethylene glycol (PEG). Scale bar represents 200 nm.

Based on the size distribution of the IONP cores, the average size was determined
to be approximately 20.37 nm and a uniform monodispersity as demonstrated by the bell
curve of the resulting graph (Figure 4.10). At this diameter, IONPs have a specific
absorption rate that is optimal for use within an AMF as demonstrated previously (37).
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(nm)
Figure 4.10 Size distribution analysis of IONPs. Analysis shown is of n = 1825.
Distribution was calculated and graph generated using JMP Pro version 14.3.0.

In order to make the IONPs soluble in water, a heterobifunctional PEG polymer
was synthesized in order to surface functionalize the inorganic iron cores. This polymer
was synthesized with a dopamine anchored end group to interact with the IONPs and an
azide linker group on the other end in order to react with the aGM2 glycan. Synthesis of
this polymer was monitored after each reaction step via HNMR.
After confirmation of the azide group addition to the PEG polymer, the
heterobifunctional polymer was reacted with IONPs in order to ligate them together.
Confirmation of a successful reaction was characterized by dynamic light scattering and
zeta potential (Table 4.2). The results indicated that the ligation occurred as evidenced by
the increase in overall hydrodynamic radius in water and the ability of the IONPs to
remain in suspension. The slightly electronegative charge of the IONPs is ideal for use in
humans as the charge repulses the slightly electronegative cell surface of human cells
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(37). Addition of the aGM2 glycan group was completed using click chemistry (28).
Click chemistry reactions refer to a class of reactions catalyzed by copper between alkyne
and azide functional groups (38).
Table 4.2 Measurement of hydrodynamic radius and zeta potential

PEG-IONPs

Hydrodynamic Radius in
Water (nm)
130.9

Zeta Potential
(mV)
-7.78

aGM2-IONPs

139.9

-6.52

4.3.2 Neisseria gonorrhoeae treatment with aGM2-IONPs inducing agglomeration
After incubation with aGM2 functionalized IONPs, Neisseria gonorrhoeae strain
FA1090 R2/36 (+ opa, + pili) demonstrated increased agglomeration when compared
with non-functionalized IONPs (Figure 4.11).

Figure 4.11 Agglomeration of N. gonorrhoeae strains FA1090 R2/36 and K17/35after
exposure to IONPs. N. gonorrhoeae K17/35 A) untreated, B) Treated with PEO-
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IONPs, C) Treated with aGM2-IONPs. N. gonorrhoeae R2/36 D) untreated, E) treated
with PEO-IONPs, F) treated with aGM2-IONPs. Scale bar = 100 μm.

Comparison between control groups of N. gonorrhoeae FA1090 K17/35 (opa-,
pili-) and FA1090 R2/36 (opa+, pili+) showed no significant difference in overall visible
aggregation as determined by increases in density of fluorescent signal. Similar trends are
observed for non-functionalized IONPs in both the K17/35 and R2/36 groups.
Observation of the R2/36 group treated with aGM2-IONPs (Figure 4.11 F) showed that
when compared with K17/35 treated with aGM2-IONPs (Figure 4.11 C), there was
significant aggregates of fluorescent intensity in the R2/36 group. This indicates that the
presence of pili and opacity proteins could explain a potential interaction with the aGM2IONPs as hypothesized. Quantification of this agglomeration was completed using
ImageJ software (version 1.53c, NIH, USA) by comparing the ferret diameter of
aggregate fluorescence in acquired images between groups (Figure 4.12). Based on the
quantitative analysis, the ferret diameter of N. gonorrhoeae R2/36 treated with aGM2IONPs is significantly increased when compared with untreated N. gonorrhoeae R2/36.
This same trend was not observed in the K17/35 treatment groups.
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Figure 4.12. Comparison of average agglomeration in aGM2-IONPs treated N.
gonorrhoeae. Averaged ferret diameter of N. gonorrhoeae R2/36 and K17/35 after
treatment and exposure to IONPs or aGM2-IONPs. Comparison of means evaluated
using Tukey-Kramer HSD in JMP Pro 14.3.0. *** = < 0.001; * = < 0.05.

4.3.3 Investigation of appropriate suppository material for delivery of IONPs
Several various types of suppository materials were investigated for their timely
dissolution in in vivo conditions, ability to be loaded with and release IONPs, and for
their relative toxicity towards human cell lines. Initially cocoa butter, Estrace® Cream,
and gelatin capsules were used as suppository materials as they represent a variety of
different materials. When the materials were incubated at physiological conditions, the
cocoa butter, gelatin capsule and the Estrace® Cream were completely dissolved before
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20 minutes (Figure 4.13). Estrace® Cream was dissolved within 5 minutes and the
gelatin capsule and cocoa butter were dissolved within 15 minutes.

Figure 4.13 Dissolution of cocoa butter suppository in sterile PBS (pH 6.6) after 20
minutes. Cocoa butter suppository (0.5 cm length) demonstrates complete dissolution
after 20-minute incubation while shaking at 37⁰C.
Next, these suppository materials were loaded with IONPs in order to determine
their ability to release IONPs when exposed to physiological conditions. When
attempting to work with the Estrace® Cream, the cream became liquid immediately and
therefore consistent loading of the cream was not achieved. Analysis of the percent of
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iron delivered from the suppository materials show that all of the materials have some
delivery of iron at 5 minutes. However, at the time point where the suppository materials
were completely dissolved (20 minutes), no more than 50% of the IONPs could be
detected (Figure 4.14). Visual inspection of the materials showed that for the cocoa butter
material, the IONPs appeared to remain in a hydrophobic layer on the surface of the PBS.
Similarly, IONPs visually appeared to remain associated with the Gelatin Capsule
material and Estrace® Cream.

Figure 4.14 Percentage of iron released from suppository materials at physiological
conditions over time. Iron release monitored over the time required for the suppository
material to completely dissolve in PBS (6.6 pH). Data shown are the result of n =3
replicates.
Based on results from the dissolution study, it was decided that different materials
would be investigated. Polyethylene glycol of MW 3350, 8000, a 1:1 mixture of 3350
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and 8000, and glycerinated gelatin were selected. As done previously, dissolution of the
materials was studied in simulated physiological conditions (Figure 4.15).

Figure 4.15. Suppository material dissolution over time. Dissipation of 4 different
hydrophilic suppository materials tracked and observed over 30 minutes.

Based on the dissolution study, it was determined that glycerinated gelatin and
PEG 3350 were dissolved completely by 15 minutes. For PEG 1:1 and PEG 8000, the
material was completely dissolved into the PBS by 25 minutes. After determining the
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relative time frame for dissolution in physiological conditions, the materials were loaded
with IONPs and the experiment was repeated, however this time at each time point, the
concentration of iron delivered was determined (Figure 4.16).

Figure 4.16 Percent iron released from suppository materials after 30-minute exposure
to physiological conditions.

Up to 10 minutes, the materials all released approximately similar concentrations
of iron. After 10 minutes, Glycerinated gelatin released IONPs most quickly with 100%
delivery of iron by 15 minutes. PEG compositions of 3350 and 8000 released at similar
rates with 100% delivery by 30 minutes. The % delivery of 1:1 PEG never reached more
than 45%, indicating that the 1:1 mixture was not suitable for IONPs delivery. This lack
of dissolution and Fe release in the 1:1 mixture could potentially be attributed to
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crosslinking interactions between the long and short PEG chains preventing IONPs
release.
Material was further tested for potential cytotoxicity by incubation in the presence
of ME-180 cells (Figure 4.17). Based on the results of the MTS assay, there was
statistical difference observed between the negative control and the PEG 8000 treated
group. However, based on the standard deviation of the data, it appears that the overall
data is fairly similar. Comparing all data to the control, the conclusion is that the
suppository material generally does not have negative cytological effects. However,
further investigation is required for conclusive statements to be made about cytotoxic
effects.

Figure 4.17 MTS viability assay of ME-180 cells after treatment with suppository
materials. Statistical analysis was calculated using Tukey-Kramer HSD in JMP Pro
14.3.0. * = < 0.05.
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In conclusion, the results of the overall suppository investigation are summarized
in Table 4.3.
Table 4.3 Overview of Suppository Materials Utilized
Suppository

Type of Dissolution

Reason Used

Material
Cocao Butter

Estrace® Cream

Gelatin Pill
PEG 3350

Evaluation of
Results

Thermal

Thermal/Hydrophilic

Hydrophilic
Hydrophilic

Cocao butter

IONPs not released

previously

effectively; remain

demonstrated for use

trapped in

in mouse model (39)

hydrophobic layer

Gel is used

Difficult to load gel

intravaginally and is

with IONPs; quickly

biocompatible

melts at 37⁰C

Biocompatible,

Difficulty accurately

cheap

loading with IONPs

Cheap, easily

Easily sterilized and

worked with,

loaded with IONPs

commonly used for
drug delivery
PEG 8000

Hydrophilic

Cheap, easily

Easily sterilized and

worked with,

loaded with IONPs

commonly used for
drug delivery
PEG 3500:8000

Hydrophilic

Cheap, easily

Easily sterilized and

worked with,

loaded with IONPs

commonly used for
drug delivery
Glycerinated Gelatin

Hydrophilic

Material used as a

Material slightly

suppository material,

sticky at RT;

hydrophilic

somewhat difficult to
load with IONPs
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4.3.4 Mouse pilot study 1
15 female Balb/c mice (6 – 8 weeks old) (Charles River Labs) were divided into 3
separate groups of 5 mice each. Group 1 and Group 3 mice were selected for infection by
N. gonorrhoeae FA1090 r2/36 + GFP while Group 2 mice were selected to be the control
group and received no treatment. In addition to infection by N. gonorrhoeae, Group 3
mice also received treatment of ceftriaxone via daily intraperitoneal injections. During
the study, mouse health was monitored daily for their weights (Figure 4.18), temperatures
(Figure 4.19) and grooming habits.

Figure 4.18 Averaged weights of mice during the duration of pilot study 1. Infected
mice (Group 1), Control mice (Group 2), Ceftriaxone Treated (Group 3). Red box
indicates date of implantation. Purple box indicates point of N. gonorrhoeae infection.
Yellow box indicates days Group 3 mice received Ceftriaxone treatment.
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Over the duration of the pilot study, Group 2 mice had consistently heavier
weights than the two infected groups. This trend was somewhat similar to the measured
temperatures of each of the groups (Figure 4.19). Group 1 and 3 mice demonstrated more
lethargy and decreased grooming habits following infection with N. gonorrhoeae,
consistent with aberration of normal habits as a result of an established bacterial
infection.

Figure 4.19 Averaged temperatures of mice during the duration of pilot study 1.
Infected mice (Group 1), Control mice (Group 2), Ceftriaxone Treated (Group 3).
Infected mice (Group 1), Control mice (Group 2), Ceftriaxone Treated (Group 3). Red
box indicates date of implantation. Purple box indicates point of N. gonorrhoeae
infection. Yellow box indicates days Group 3 mice received Ceftriaxone treatment.

Cytological swabs were taken from the mice in order to determine the stage of
estrus cycle for implantation of the estradiol slow-release pellet and to monitor vaginal
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epithelial during the duration of the study. A representative slide of each group during the
dates analyzed are shown in Figure 4.20. All mice analyzed remained in the proestrus
stage of the estrus cycle after implantation of the 17β-estradiol.

Figure 4.20 Representative cytological swabs imaged for determination of estrus stage.
Images taken at 600x magnification. All slides shown are examples of the proestrus stage
of the estrus cycle
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Status of N. gonorrhoeae infection were monitored by intravaginal swabs and
plate counts during the duration of pilot study 1. Based on the plate counts, Group 1 and
3 began increasing in recovered plate counts by day 3 (Figure 4.21). At day 7, the
recovered bacteria increased in the untreated Group 1, whereas Group 3 mice which
received antibiotic treatment had no recoverable bacteria on day 7.

Figure 4.21 Comparison of treatment groups CFUs/swab recovered from Balb/c mouse
model. Day 0 indicates the initial date of infection. Vertical yellow bar indicates start of
daily ceftriaxone treatments (Day 5) in Group 3 mice.

After the conclusion of the study, the mice were euthanized, and organs were
removed for histological analysis. Organs were weighed for comparison before being
processed for histology (Figure 4.22). Evaluation of different organ types between groups
did not reveal significant differences in overall weight.
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Figure 4.22 Averaged mouse organ weight – pilot study 1. Means displayed with SD,
averaged of n = 5 mice.

After excision of the reproductive tracts, it was noted that the tissue of Group 1
and 3 mice appeared visually to be inflamed and/or necrotic. For some of the tissue,
ovary structures appeared to be missing (Figure 4.23).
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Figure 4.23 Comparison of the reproductive tracts from different experimental groups
pre-histological examination. Group 1 mice (A, D), Group 2 mice (B, E), Group 3 mice
(C, F). Comparison of reproductive tract morphology post excision and fixation in 10%
neutral buffered formalin. Red arrows indicate necrotic or missing ovaries. Blue arrows
indicate enlarged and presumably inflamed tissue.
Comparison of the three treatment groups showed signs of inflammation in the
Group 1 mice and Group 3 mice when stained with H+E (Figure 4.24). In Figure 4.24 A
& G, the glomeruli of the kidneys were enlarged when compared to the control group.
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When stained with MGP, the kidneys did not show the presence of any increased RNA
staining which would be indicative of increased bacterial loads in Group 1 or 3 mice
(Figure 4.25 A-C). In Group 1 and 3 mice, the liver morphology showed an increased
number of multinucleated cells (Figure 4.25 B & H). In addition, the livers in both the
treatment groups appeared to have a higher amount of vascularization and increased
amount of red blood cells when compared to the control group (Figure 4.25 E). MPG
staining did not detect the increased presence of RNA in the liver tissue (Figure 4.25 B,
E, H). In the H+E staining of the spleens, the tissue appeared normal with a high amount
of nuclear detail as seen by the dark purple staining (Figure 4.25 C, F, I). In all the
histology samples, the tissue appeared morphologically normal.
The vaginal tissue shown in Figures 3 & 4 show normal morphology when
compared to the control group. MGP staining of the vaginal tissue demonstrated a large
presence of RNA in the vagina when compared to other regions within the reproductive
tract. This would suggest that the gonorrhea had not migrated to an upper reproductive
tract infection and instead remained in the lower tract (24). Fallopian tubes of the mice
were compared through H+E staining and MGP staining. Inflammation of the fallopian
tubes was visually noted when complete reproductive tracts were removed. Group 3 mice
appeared to have enlarged, abnormal fallopian tissue which was not observed in
Group 1 or the control Group 2 (Figure 4.26). The ovaries of group 1 and 3 mice show no
morphological change when compared to the control group (Figure 4.27). Comparison of
the complete reproductive tracts prior to histological processing showed that the
reproductive tracts of group 1 and 3 mice had necrotic or missing ovaries (Figure 4.23).
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Figure 4.24 Hematoxylin and eosin stained histology samples of mouse kidneys, livers,
and spleens at 400x magnification. Scale bar = 100μm. Group 1 mice (A-C), Group 2
mice (D-F) and Group 3 mice (G-I).
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Figure 4.25 Methyl green pyronin stained histology samples of mouse kidneys, livers,
and spleens at 400x magnification. Scale bar = 100μm. Group 1 mice (A-C), Group 2
mice (D-F) and Group 3 mice (G-I).
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Figure 4.26 Hematoxylin and eosin stained histology samples of mouse vaginas,
fallopian tubes, and ovaries at 400x magnification. Scale bar = 100μm. Group 1 mice
(A-C), Group 2 mice (D-F) and Group 3 mice (G-I).
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Figure 4.27 Methyl green pyronin stained histology samples of mouse vaginas,
fallopian tubes, and ovaries at 400x magnification. Scale bar = 100μm. Group 1 mice
(A-C), Group 2 mice (D-F) and Group 3 mice (G-I).
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4.3.5 Mouse pilot study 2
For the second pilot study, treatments utilizing aGM2-IONPs and MagMED
exposure were used. Consistent with the initial pilot study, mouse temperatures, weights
and grooming habits were observed and recorded (Figure 4.28). As seen previously in
pilot study 1, the untreated control group (Group 1) had consistently higher weights after
day 0.

Figure 4.28 Averaged daily mouse weights per group during the duration of the
experiment. Weights collected prior to collection of initial intravaginal cytology swabs.
Red box indicates date of pellet implantation. Purple box indicates point of N.
gonorrhoeae infection. Yellow box indicates days Group 3-5 mice receive treatments.

Recorded temperatures did not appear to have any significant trends other than a
slight uniform decrease post day 0 (Figure 4.29). This trend was observed in all mouse
groups and therefore did not provide indication of treatment/infection correlation.
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Figure 4.29 Averaged daily mouse temperatures per group during the duration of the
experiment. Red box indicates date of pellet implantation. Purple box indicates point of
N. gonorrhoeae infection. Yellow box indicates days Group 3-5 mice receive treatments.

Cytological swabs showed that groups which received estradiol pellets were held
in the proestrus stage of the estrus cycle (Figure 4.30). Coincidentally, at the point of
infection on day 0, group 1 mice were also in the proestrus stage.
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Figure 4.30 Cytological swab images of each group. Images were taken at 600x
magnification.

Mice from each group were imaged using an in vivo imaging system (IVIS) on
days 0, 3, 5, 7 and 10 post infection (Figure 4.31). This was done to attempt to monitor
the progression of N. gonorrhoeae as it establishes infection. Reproductive tracts of
infected mice (Groups 2 – 5), on average were observed to have slightly higher intensity
in regions of the lower cervix than the control group. Interference was observed due to
the presence of excess urine in the bladder, which excites at a similar wavelength to that
of the GFP plasmid.
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Figure 4.31 Representative IVIS images of mice during pilot 2. All mice were
anesthetized during IVIS imaging. Intensity artificially color represented by IVIS internal
software. High intensity regions are colored in dark red with regions of lower intensity
represented by lighter yellow.

Intravaginal swabs were used to quantify the approximate number of bacteria
associated with epithelial cells (Figure 4.32). The number of diplococcus bacteria
associated with epithelial cells were counted and then reported as a ratio of the number of
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bacteria per epithelial cells. Based on this ratio, it appeared that groups 2, 4 and 5 all had
consistently elevated numbers when compared with the control. In group 3, the ratio of
bacteria to epithelial cells decreased significantly following the treatment of the mice
with ceftriaxone beginning on day 5.

Figure 4.32 Total numbers of bacteria counted per epithelial cell from each
experimental group. The ratio of bacteria counted per epithelial cell recovered from an
intravaginal swab. Error bars indicate standard deviation. Data shown are averages of n
= 5 images.

Other intravaginal swabs were taken of the mice during the study to determine the
number of recoverable and culturable bacteria at different time points. The intravaginal
swabs were taken at day 0, 3, 5, 7, and 10. The intravaginal swabs were swabbed onto
selective GC-VCNTs agar and incubated for 48 hours to allow for the grown of bacteria
(Figure 4.33). When looking at the overall recoverable bacteria, a similar trend is
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observed as was seen in the bacteria to epithelial cell ratio. In group 1, there were no
recoverable bacteria. In group 2, 4 and 5 mice, the recoverable number of bacteria from
the mice increased starting on the day of inoculation and continuing until the ending of
the study. Group 3 mice demonstrated a significant drop in the recoverable bacteria after
starting ceftriaxone treatments on day 5.
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Figure 4.33 Groups 1 - 5 recovered colony forming units from intravaginal swabs. The
total number of CFUs recovered from each individual mice from Groups 1 - 5. Black
vertical bar indicates the date daily dosage of aGM2-IONPs intravaginally and
MagMED exposure.

On day 10, all mice were euthanized for histological analysis of their hearts,
lungs, livers, spleens, kidneys, and reproductive tracts. Initial observation of mouse
reproductive tracts showed that in groups 2-5, the tissue appears inflamed Figure 4.34.
This inflammation was not observed in the group 1 control mice. Similarly, the spleens
visually appeared inflamed after excision.
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Figure 4.34 Representative images of all mouse groups. Red arrows indicate enlarged
reproductive tracts.

Mouse organs were weighed and averaged within the groups (Figure 4.35).
Groups 2, 4 and 5 mice had statistically increased weights when compared with control
group 1 and the ceftriaxone treated group 3. In addition, group 1 mice had significantly
heavier lungs when compared with the other non-infected groups. Other organ weights
failed to demonstrate significant difference between groups.
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Figure 4.35 Averaged mouse organ weights from the mouse trial. Group 1 represents
mice receiving no treatment. Group 2 represents mice receiving an estradiol pellet
implantation. Group 3 represents an estradiol pellet implanted, N. gonorrhoeae infected
and ceftriaxone treated mice. Group 4 represents estradiol pellet implanted, N.
gonorrhoeae infected and aGM2-IONPs treated mice. Group 5 indicates estradiol pellet
implanted, N. gonorrhoeae infected, aGM2-IONPs and MagMED treated mice. Error
bars indicate standard deviation. Group 1, 2, and 4 values are n = 3 averages; Group 3
and 5 are averages of n = 4. *** > 0.0001, ** > 0.001, ns = no significance.

Prior to fixation for histological processing, all reproductive tracts were imaged
using the IVIS system. This was an attempt to visualize the distribution of the N.
gonorrhoeae within the reproductive tract. When examining the images, all mice had
fluorescence around the entrance to the vagina. In groups 3 (mouse 2) and group 5
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(mouse 3) there appeared to be intensity reported higher in the reproductive tract (Figure
4.36). However, since there was intensity reported in all the groups, it is likely that the
intensity being visualized is being interfered with by urine autofluorescence.

Figure 4.36 IVIS images of reproductive tracts post-euthanasia.

Histological examination of mouse organs demonstrated an increase in
multinucleated cells in Group 2 - 5 mice, indicating the presence of an infection.
Similarly, Groups 2 - 5 exhibited an increased size of glomeruli within the kidney tissue
also indicating the presence of an infection (Figure 4.37). Within the spleen tissue, the
red to white pulp ratio visually appears to decrease within groups 2 – 5, indicative of the
presence of an infection.
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Figure 4.37 Representative histological images of mouse liver, kidneys, spleens stained
with hematoxylin and eosin. Red arrows denote enlarged glomeruli.
All histology tissue was stained with gomori blue stain to determine potential
accumulation of aGM2-IONPs. Iron deposition is represented by blue regions within the
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tissue. From all tissues stained, only spleen tissue demonstrated the presence of ferrous
iron (Figure 4.38).

Figure 4.38 Representative histological images of mouse liver, kidneys, spleens stained
with gomori blue stain.
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To semi-quantitatively analyze the the relative amount of iron deposition in tissue,
images were analyzed using ImageJ software, version 1.53c (NIH, USA). The amount of
blue color was calculated by splitting images into color channels and thresholding the
representative images (40). The resulting averaged grey intensity were recorded and
averaged (Figure 4.39). Comparison between groups demonstrated an increased averaged
density in groups 3 – 5.

Figure 4.39 Image J analysis of iron deposition in gomori blue stained slides. Data
represents averages of n = 6 analyzed images. *** > 0.0001, ns = no significance.
4.4 Conclusion
IONPs were synthesized, characterized, and functionalized with glycan aGM2
(GalNAcβ1-4Galβ1-4Glc-NAc-propargyl) (Elicityl, France). N. gonorrhoeae FA1090
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was transformed with GFP expressing plasmid pCmGFP for detection and monitoring in
vitro and in vivo studies. In vitro investigation of the aGM2-IONPs demonstrated the
interaction between the IONPs and transformed N. gonorrhoeae FA1090 which induced
agglomeration post-incubation, suggesting potential interaction.
For delivery of the aGM2-IONPs intravaginally, different suppository materials
were investigated for their ability to dissolve and release IONPs in simulated
physiological conditions. Cocao butter, gelatin capsules and Estrace® gel were initially
studied for dissolution in physiological conditions. After their dissolution ability was
established, the materials were loaded with IONPs and evaluated for their ability to
release the IONPs in physiological conditions. Iron assays were performed to determine
the release rate of IONPs. The iron assay results indicated that the overall concentration
of IONPs released was low. Next, hydrophilic materials such as glycerinated gelatin and
PEG were next investigated and found to release 100% of loaded PEG-IONPs within 30
minutes. Based on the iron release and material dissolution, glycerinated gelatin and PEG
were found to be promising suppository materials. However, further investigation and
testing is required with in vitro cell culture to determine potential interaction before
introducing the material to an in vivo experiment.
Experimentation with mice in pilot study 1 demonstrated the validation of our
ability to infect Balb/c mice with N. gonorrhoeae and then to track the subsequent
infection. Visual observations and plate counts demonstrated the increase in bacterial
presence within the infected mice. External IVIS imaging supplemented the visual
observations and aided in the confirmation of infection. Histological examination of the
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mouse internal organs post-euthanasia demonstrated increased inflammation in infected
mice. In the second pilot study, the mice allowed for comparison between an infected and
untreated group to the three groups receiving treatment. This study also demonstrated the
safety and minimal invasiveness of the MagMED technique. Based on observations of
the mice, no adverse health effects were noted. Mouse internal organs were examined for
damage and potential deposition of the aGM2-IONPs post-euthanasia. Based on tissue
structures, there was no apparent damage due to the treatment of the aGM2-IONPs or the
aGM2-IONPs and MagMED treatment. Spleens were stained with Gomori’s stain for
iron and demonstrated slight fluctuations in the amount of iron staining captured. This
result could be due in part to the randomized nature of image collection and could
indicate the requirement of a larger sample size. Based on the results of the study, it
appears that at the concentrations of IONPs used, the aGM2-IONPs and MagMED
treatment demonstrated limited efficacy when compared with the ceftriaxone treated
group.
Moving forward, future refinement of the treatment method should be
investigated in order to optimize the mechanism of action. First, the glycan structures
should be investigated to determine a structure with higher affinity of binding towards N.
gonorrhoeae. This can be accomplished utilizing glycan affinity binding panels in order
to narrow down glycan candidates from a large group to select only those with the
highest affinity. After selecting potential glycan groups, in vitro agglomeration studies
can be performed in order to confirm the interaction between these functionalized IONPs
and N. gonorrhoeae.
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Next, the exposure frequency generating the AMF in the mice should be
optimized to maximize the energy delivery in the MagMED device to the nanoparticles.
This frequency optimization could potentially increase the amount of magnetic relaxation
the nanoparticles experience which could positively affect the overall reduction in
bacterial viability. In addition to altering the frequency of the exposure, determining the
interaction between the bacterial cells and nanoparticles during MagMED exposure is
critical to understanding the mechanism of viability reduction. Previously, images of N.
gonorrhoeae post-MagMED exposure showed potential disruption of bacterial
membranes as a result of IONPs/AMF exposure. However, studies should be conducted
to conclusively understand the true mechanism of action between functionalized IONPs
and an AMF and how that relates to reducing bacterial viability.
Work in vitro involving the lengthening of the MagMED treatment duration
should also be conducted via the addition of growth media and a reducing agent to limit
the reduction of bacterial viability at longer incubation times due to spontaneous cell
death. Previously, our lab has shown that at a longer AMF exposure time of 120 minutes,
E. coli viability was reduced by 3-log in the presence of MagMED treatment (41).
Lengthening of the duration in vitro could then be translated to longer treatment times in
vivo. To facilitate longer incubation times with the mouse model, modifications to our
current mouse bed could be made in order to incorporate the use of a heat generating
device to maintain mouse temperature homeostasis during MagMED exposure. This is
crucial to prevent adverse reactions in mice due to internal temperature loss at prolonged
exposure to anesthesia.
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Additionally, future mouse models should include a revised intravaginal sampling
schedule in order to give better insight into the impact of the IONPs and MagMED
treatment. Intravaginal swabs should be taken before and immediately after
IONPs/MagMED exposure to determine if there is a reduction in the overall viability as a
result of the treatment. This would allow for a clearer picture of the treatment efficacy if
the treatment is not necessarily 100% effective after one treatment exposure. If samples
are only taken at one time point prior to MagMED treatment, bacterial growth that is
potentially reduced because of MagMED exposure could return to previous levels of
growth before the next sample is taken.
Future models should also include an additional antibiotic treatment for
comparison with the MagMED treatment. Such antibiotic selected should be one that N.
gonorrhoeae is known to be resistant to. This provides a basis of comparison,
demonstrating the difference between the IONPs and MagMED treatment with a failed
conventional antibiotic treatment method.
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CHAPTER 5
5.1 Conclusion
As seen in chapter 2, we were able to synthesize IONPs to the appropriate
diameter for manipulation of their magnetic properties for use in a magnetically mediated
energy system (MagMED). Further, heterobifunctional polyethylene glycol was
synthesized and reacted with IONPs in order to make them colloidally stable. PEGIONPs were reacted utilizing click chemistry to attach Galili-tri (Gal(α1-3)Gal(β14)Glc(β1-1)) or Lac (Gal(β1-4)Glc(β1-1)) glycans. These specific complexes were
investigated using DLS, ZP, FT-IR, AC calorimetry, and AC susceptibility in order to
characterize their inherent magnetic properties.
In chapter 3, IONPs characterized previously were investigated for their ability to
interact with N. gonorrhoeae FA1090. Based on visual agglomeration, glycan
functionalized IONPs exposure did not cause significant aggregation of bacteria.
vPCR techniques were utilized and refined to specifically measure the viability of
bacteria through the use of photoactivated dye propidium monoazide (PMA). After the
establishment of this method, bacteria were treated with Galili-tri –, or Lac-IONPs and
combined with MagMED treatment demonstrated slight reduction in overall bacterial
viability.
Chapter 4 involved confirming the establishment of an infection of Neisseria
gonorrhoeae FA1090 in a female Balb/c mouse trial. Intravaginal swabs, IVIS imaging
and cytological swabs were utilized in conjunction with histological examination to
confirm the establishment of an infection. Following the establishment of the technique
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in the initial trial, an additional mouse trial was conducted to treat infected mice with the
functionalized aGM2-IONPs and MagMED exposure. Based on the examination of the
recovered bacteria from infected mice, it did not appear that the IONPs and MagMED
treatment had an effect at the concentration utilized. However, it was noted that the
treatment method had no apparent adverse effects on the mice, supporting the safety of
this method and the use of IONPs.
Future research should involve optimization of IONPs concentration and duration
of the MagMED treatment. In addition, glycan selection should be evaluated for the
strength and specificity of binding to N. gonorrhoeae to ensure the highest level of
interaction between the IONPs and bacteria possible. Increased interaction between the
IONPs and bacteria could result in shorter treatment times with more significant
reductions in overall bacterial viability.
This MagMED method is not limited treating infections caused by antibiotic
resistant N. gonorrhoeae. The principle driving the mechanism of action is one that can
easily be adapted through changing elements of the nanoparticle itself. The structure of
the nanoparticle could be changed so that the specific binding structure attached to the
nanoparticle surface could be modified to interact with other bacteria. Additionally, due
to the magnetic properties of the nanoparticles, they could be investigated for their ability
to be localized to regions of the body to deliver anti-cancer drugs or target tumor cells.
With the current SARS-CoV-2 pandemic, these nanoparticles could also potentially be
modified to displace the angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) surface receptors for
interaction with the SAR-CoV-2 viruses for their detection or treatment.
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